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industry and the military, how EDP could be used aboard ship, could
the computer and the associated equipment be accommodated aboard ship
and what are the characteristics of the computer that would be required
for shipboard use. The study concludes that shipboard EDP Is feasible,
but to obtain optimum results, data processing afloat mutt be redesigned
on a Navy wide basis.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AMD DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
The world Is In the midst of a breath-taking technological revol-
ution. Sone have called it an autonation revolution, others a nuclear
revolution, still others a co0q>uter revolution. This advance in science
and technology is so great that it defies description or even imagina-
tion, and it has all taken place in the last 17 years. Since 1945,
science has developed nuclear powered steam generating plants, nuclear
powered ships and submarines, Jet engines that drive aircraft more than
twice the speed of sound, and computers that can completely control an
oil refinery or a manufacturing process. Today man can orbit the earth
In space capsules, trips are being planned to the moon, world wide tele-
vision reception is planned, tiny semi-conductors have replaced large
vacuum tube circuits, and on and on. This age was properly described
by Mr. Ralph J. Cordiner, then President of the General Electric Company,
x«hen he appeared before a Congressional subcommittee on automation, in
the following words.
When the history of our age is written, I think it will record
three profoundly important technological developments:
Nuclear energy, which tremendously Increases the amount of
energy available to do the world's work;
Automation, which multiply man's ability to use tools;
And computers, which multiply man's ability to do mental work.
Some of our engineers believe that of these three, the computer
will bring the greatest benefit to man.^
This saaie revolution has had a tremendous impact on the U. S.
Navy. Since 1945, the battleship has disappeared from the active fleet.
^Ralph J. Cordiner, Subcommittee on Economic Stabilization of
the Joint Committee on the Economic Report . (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1955), p. 44o

2guided mlssilos costing more Chan $^»0,000 dollars have replaced project-
lies coating $1,300, Missile launchers have replaced turrets, anti-
aircraft guns and hadgebogs, coaq>uters have replaced personnel in plot-
ting air intercept problens and in detrinnining the ship's navigational
position, and nuclear power has replaced the boiler in the propulsion
of soma ships.
In the future, automation will take over the work of the najor-
Ity of shipboard personnel, th® crew of a nuclear powered submarine will
3
ba raducad from 100 to 12 nan, and the crew of destroyer escorts will
4
also ba drastically reduced in sise. Thus the iiq>act of this revolut-
ion %rill ba far reaching for the men who sail the seas as wall as those
•thora.
During the sana time that this revolution was taking place, the
eparationa of the U. 8. Navy have changed. Due to a clash of Ideol-
oglaa of tha major nations of the world and the attempt of larger nations
to imposa their will upon smaller nations, the United States has found it
aacattary to kaap major fleets deployed at great distances from their
normal logistic support bases, and has required other fleets to be main-
tained in a condition of instant readiness enabling them to deploy to
trouble spots en a moment's notice. This type of operation has enphas-
Isad logistic readiness and the need for quick accurate replenishment.
Tb halp accomplish this end, vast computer networks are being developed
itt tha shore establishments. However, the ships still employ the type-
writer and adding machine of World War X to process the paperwork required
^"Terrior." Defense Marketing Service . (Revised 1961), p. 2.
3"80BZC, " Naval Research Reviews . August 1959, pp. 1-3.
^"Project Suric." Naval Research Reviews . October 1960, p. 6.

3to aa£lnt:«ln adequate logistic levelso
In the @3cpe4i@ncy of rapidly bisilding up the air, sea and ground
forces during Vtorld War II, large stocks of material were procured by
each service, catalogued by each service and issued under procedures of
the separate services » Shortly after 1955 the Department of Defense
introduced an integration program to eliminate duplication of materials
within the various governmental departments o This program has already
saved millions of dollars^ but it has just reached the stage where the real
impact will be felt in the fleet » As a result, thousands of cataloging
changes are issued annually and ships' personnel are unable to physically
process these changeso This results in reduced logistic readiness in our
ships. In addition, money is wasted by the ordering of items already on
board under another stock nuDber or even by ordering items using a super-
ceded stock monber. The scope of the Supply Officer's task has also been
increased. Since 1945 he has become responsible for all repair parts on
the ship including gunnery, electrical and mechanical, electronic, avia-
tion, special weapons and cryptographic. Thus the Supply Department's
work load has increased to the point where it is unable to accomplish
its mission effectively with the personnel and tools assigned.
Another product of this age is the development of management
science and operations research as asi aid to decision making, management
and control. This technique employ® many of the new sophisticated math-
ematical techniques such as linear programming, dynamic programming,
simulation, statistical control and analysis, probability theory, Monte
Carlo analysis, que^aeing theory, infofiasaeion theory and game theory, all
of which can best be applied by solving with a computer.
It is obvioaas that the technological rev©l«ati®n^ the current oper-
ations of our fleetSj, the efforts to integrate the stocks of the four

4services, the increased worklosd of the Ssspply Department and the new
techniques o£ management science dictate that all departments of the
ship, and particularly the Supply Department, be provided with the tools
which will allow them to acconq>llsh their mission effectively. The prob-
lem takes on added urgency when one considers that as newer, more sophis-
ticated weapons systems and control systems are added to the ships, the
nuad>er of repair parts will Increase as will the military essentiality
of the system it supports. As the automatic systems are added, the crews
of the ships will be decreased putting the Supply Officer in an untenable
squeese between a rapidly rising workload and decreasing numbers of per-
sonnel to process it.
Benefits . The results of this study will prove beneficial to
the Wavy since it will indicate if the use of electronic data processing
afloat is feasible. If it is, this will result in greatly Increased
logistic readiness of the ships, reduced costs in material carried in
inventory, reduced processing costs afloat and ashore, supply departments
of ships that are flexible and capable of rapid increase in work load
without corresponding increase in personnel, more effective management
of shipboard supply departments and reduction of shipboard personnel
raquiresMnts.
If this study determines that shipboard electronic data process-
ing is feasible, it will benefit the officers and men serving on the
ships. It will permit the Supply Officer and Supply Department personnel
to carry out the mission of the Supply Department efficiently and effect-
ively* It will permit them to cope with the ever increasing workload,
will permit vastly increased Supply Department activity without an increased
burden on the personnel, will relieve the Supply Officer of the need to

5concern himself with roytine repetitive paperwofkp and it will allow hia
to devote his tiioe and effort to better aumagcment of his department and
the broader logistic concepts of supply
«
It is hoped that the reader will benefit from this steady, regard-
less of the results., Prior to this stwdy the writer was so involved in
his daily administrative duties that he was quite unaware of the revol-
ution in progress about him,> Discussion of the problem of electronic
data processing with many officers during the course of the study re-
vealed that they too were completely unaware of the progress being made
all about them. Accordingly, this study is being written to be as infor-
mative as possible and to point out present uses of con^uters, new develop-
ments in industry and the military, and how computers can be put to use
in tha future. The language will be simple, to ensure easy cooqprehension
by the reader with no previous knowledge of computers or electronic data
processing. By this technique, it is hoped that all readers will per-
sonally benefit from this studyo
I. THE PROBLEM
Stataaent of the problem . It is the purpose of this study to
determine if electronic data processing (EDP) in conjunction with a com-
puter it feasible aboard all U, S, Navy shipSo
Importance of the study . This problem is of utmost urgency, A
revolution in technology is upon us. Ships are becoming more automated
•very day and the completely automated ship is planned for 1964, Elec-
tronic data processing is & possible answer to the increasing paperwork
problem. If it is not feasible, (S>ther studies nsiast be initiated to find
a solution, Accordinglyj, the problem nmst receive immediate attention.

II o DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
A description of a consptyiter and a conplete ®eC ©£ definitions of
tenos required to discusss electronic datu pir^stcessing systems and computers
is incltutded so tlmt the resdeif will be sble to appreciate the problems
involved and the sophisticated and elegant soltmtions which can be obtained
using computerso Some of these terms are defined or explained in over-
simplified terms so that while they may not be escplicltly and technically
correct, they do permit the layai^n to qtysickly understand the term or pro-
cess involved
Data processing o The ftmnction of data processing is the record-
ing» transmission, manlptislation and report preparation of transactions.
Data processing is of prime management consideration since it is the most
Important means of exercising control of an organization.
Analog computer o A comptister is a device capable of accepting in-
formation, processing the Infom^tion and presenting it in acceptable
form. An analog conqmter processes information by letting the numbers
be represented by physical quantities that can be continuously varied,
such A9 the angular rotation of a shaft, the tiseasusre of a voltage or the
rotation of a gear. The accuracy of the analog computer is limited by
those inherent physical characteristics to approximately one tenth of
one percent.
Dij^ital coiBpiuitfg. Tfe« digital computer processes information by
counting discrete objects a® events. Instead of mea@%aring the magnitude
of a current t® determiirae a naaaifeer a® is ^sed in the amalog computer,
the digital coaspuflter determines mmbews by determining whether current
is flowing ®r not. The digit®! ceasprnter i© aaisch m®re accsiarate than the

7analog coiapater, and is theicef»j>re used in bisistness data processlng„ The
analog coisiputei*^ Is slffflt>l«fs; thaw tbe dljiirml cosEpiuiter and is usually used
for engineering and scientific prublemSo
Compniter functional compoaentS r A computer has fiv3 functional
coiq>onentSo These are input, memory, arithmetic, control and output
components Each will be described separately.
Input component
S
o The input component consists of devices vhich
take information and enter it into the coiriputer for processing. These
devices may be punched tape, punched cards, magnetic tape or console
typcwrlterc Since speed is an in^ortant factor, it is well to remember
the relative speed of these devices. Arranged in order of decreasing
speed of transfer, they are magnetic tape, punched tape, punched card and
console typewriter.
Memory component , Ilie memory component is a device for storing
Information to be processed, and the program or sequence of steps describ-
ing how to process the information. Memory units generally consist of
drums with their periphery magnetized or magnetic cores. When the memory
storage within the computer is not large enough to accommodate all infor-
mation necessary, an auxiliary memory storage device is provided. This
is in the form of large reels of magnetic tape, magnetized discs arranged
similar to those in a "jitike box", magnetic cards, or a large drum magnetized
on the periphery.
Arithmetic component . The arithmetic component performs the four
basic arithmetic operations a® prescribed by the program on information
entered into the computer.' It can &ls& make comparisons, can determine
the larger or smallt^r of twui muiMbers, £and can deterraine whether a number

Is positive or negative.
Control component . The control conponent coordinates all the
Actions of the oonpoter and controls the novement of information into
the memory from the inpvit devices^ into the arithmetic component, out
of the arithmetic component to memory and from memory to the output de-
vices.
Output components . The output component has the function of re-
cording and presenting the processed information in the form desired.
Output devices in descending order of output speed are: magnetic tape,
punched paper tape, punched cards, printed pages. A relatively new output
device is a high speed graph plotter %^ich gives the output in visible
graph or map form.
Peripheral equipment . Peripheral equipment is output or input
equipment used in conjunction with coaq>uters. Peripheral equipment may
be operated on line or off line.
Off line operation . This term applies to the peripheral equipment.
many of these devices operate at an appreciably slower speed than the com-
puter itself. Therefore, in most computers, the time required to insert
dat« detracts from the computer's actual production time. The slower the
input device, the less efficient the installation and the higher the cost
of operation. To prevent this, data is converted to a fast input method,
usually magnetic tape;, independently of the computer operation. Then the
magnetic tape is wsed as an inp<!st« The same problem applies to the out-
put of informationo Off liirae operati(S)m is the conversion of data from
one form to another by device® indepes&dent of sind not under control of
the computer.

9On l ine operiatloa . On line operation is th« operation of an input
and/or output device as a component o£» or under control of, the conputer.
Real tiae o Real time describes computer operation that is simul-
taneous td.th an event, such as controlling and altering tha trajectory
of a missile in flight or updating inventories simultaneously with the
transaction. Real time operation is required when it It nacessary to
manipulate the data simultaneously with the transaction, laal time oper-
ation requires 100!l reliability of the computer.
Buffer . A buffer is a storage point or delay point that accumu-
lates information or data, while another part of the ceo^tar is operating.
The input and output of computers are usually buffered to allow an input
device to be functioning, that is entering data into the computer, while
the arithmetic section is processing other information from memory. At
the same time the output device oiay be writing still different information.
A buffer saves time by permitting overlapping operations*
Classes of computers . Computers are divided into clataas in accord-
ance with their use. The three major classes, scientific, general purpose
and special purpose are described below.
Scientific conputer . A scientific coaf>uter Is one daslgnad for
solving complex mathematical problems rapidly. This computer should thus
be designed to have maximum con^utational speed. Relatively slow input
and output speeds and small storage capacity can be aceeptad.
General ptflrpose computer . This computer is used for electronic data
processing. Therefore, It should be designed to handle a large volume
of transactions involving relatively minor computational work. Thus this





coiaputatlonal ability than the scientific computer.
Special purpose computer . A special purpose coiqmter is one that
is designed to perform one particular Job well. Exaiq>les would be air-
line reservations, processing checking account transactions, or solving
celestial navigation problems. It is to be noted that although a special
purpose computer is designed to perform one particular task well, it can
still be used for other jobs, but usually with less efficiency.
Classification by size. Computers are sometimes classified by
size, with the size actually determined by price. Large scale computers
usually cost over $1,000,000, medium scale coo^uters usually run between
$500,000 and $1,000,000. Small scale computers usually cost less than
$500,000. Then there are the desk size computers which sell for less
than $100,000.
Transactions . The transaction is the fundamental unit of raw mater-
ial of data processing. It usually is identified by descriptive infor-
mation and quantitative information.
Data manipulation . Data manipulation usually refers to the arrange-
ment of information into proper sequence, reference to file Information,
logical functions which consist of precise determination of procedures
or subprocedures to be followed, arithmetic functions and updating of the
file information to reflect the transaction.
Systems analysis . A systems analysis is a complete and thorough
review of the entire data processing system under consideration consist-
ing of a review of the present organization structure and tracing of all
flows of infommtlon from initial point to final action. The purpose of
systems analysis is to isaprove the organization structure, eliminate
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duplication and %snnece®sary work, and determine where data processing can
be ii^>roved.
Flow chart
, A flow chart is a graphical representation of a se-
quence of operations usually using prescribed syabols.
Instruction
, An order (usually coded In nu^rals) which tells the
computer to perform a specific operation with specific data.
Program , A program is a sequence of instructions which accom-
plishes a desired task or solves a problem* The program is usually made
up from the flow chart.
Stored program , A stored program denotes that a prearranged pro-
gram has been devised and placed in memory in the computer » enabling the
computer to process any data entered without further instructions.
Comptlet o A coHq>iler is a computer program that converts a pro-
gram written in a universal program language to the language that a
specific conq>uter understands.
Hardware , Hardware is the mechanical, magnetic, electric and
electronic devices from which a computer is constructed.
Software
. Software refers to the automatic programming aids that
simplify the task of telling the computer "hardware" how to do its Job.
Software is thought to consist of three basic categories: assembly systems,
compiler systems, and operation systems.
Cryogenics
.
Cryogenics refers to the low teoqperature properties
of matter and involves the operation of equipment in gases, such as helium
and nitrogen^ in a liquid state creating temperatures ranging from -200 F
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R««^u£»«j_a]cv. Redundancy is the use of extra upi'ts or extra cir-
cijiita which djplicace those already in vase. In case of failure of the
msln unit or circuit, the redundant unit or circuit takes over and keeps
the ift&chin'3 in operation,
Muak^rica! control, Nuuaerical control (abbreviated N/C) is a system
whereby a part to be laachined from stock is described in mathematical terms.
These tervas are fed into a computer which interprets them as to milling
operations required. The computer records the required operation on punched
tape v;hich is then used as an input co t'..s mlling machine and the part is
wachlned without hwtnan aid to a greater accuracy than possible if done by
hand.
Itodt?] ., A model is an abstraction. It helps to describe the sit-
uation in real life under investigation and in a sense attempts to dup-
licate it., A laooel could be a scheaatic drawing, a three dimensional
physical oodel or a MatheEiacical Riodel (formula), li/hen dealing with com-
puters, B. n^athemistical tsodcl is ysaally developed. The variables of the
rnrodel are then twani.palated a«d the effects on the results observed.
Sequential access files . Seqwential access files refer to com-
puter processable files of inforroation which have the property that the
first record in th® file mMt he read before the second and the second






Enndosfii acceai! £5,les refer to ccnaputer pro-
ceasablfc :^ilcs- vluch ute ch^ractetiEed by Ihe abillt^r to skip around with-
in the file and tw extiact information desired with no particular regard
to t!»e sequence in which intoriaation was loaded in memory or extracted
froci iaeinory« A r<^!iagii&ii;ic core is an example of random access files.
Bit . A bit is the abbreviation for "binary digit." The binary
system is a numerical system wherein there are only two numerals, namely
and lo This system is the basis of a digital con^uter and all infor-
mation within the computer is recorded in binary form, which has only two
possible stateSo For example: a may represent an open switch (no
current flowing) while a 1 would represent a closed switch (current flow-
ing). Bits are combined in groups of three, which designate octal num-
bers (positional number notation to base 8) as opposed to the decimal



























laifQgaiatloi^ Retgieval. Information retrieval is a system of class-
ifying with key words and indexing large quantities of inforaation and
storing the classification, index and brief description in the computer
so that rapid access is ensured to all information concerned by querying
Che coll^>uter with any of the key words.
III. ASSUMPTIONS AND LDflXATIONS
Assmaptions
. It is assumed that computers now installed in ships
for navigation^ weapons control and tactical data systems will not be
able to offer sufficient free time to acconmodate all data processing
requirements of the ship. If any computer Installed aboard a ship is not
used entirely for its primary purpose, it should be made available during
its free time for other uses.
Limitations . No effort will be made to atten^t a systems analysis
of shipboard data processing. Early in the study it became evident that
efficient shipboard data processing must be based on a total systems con-
cept which would embrace the data processing of all departments of the ship
and the shipboard procedures and reporting requirements prescribed by
the various management bureaus. Obviously, any systems analysis would
have to be conducted by a conmittee of personnel representing the cog-
nizant bureaus, operational commanders and personnel familiar with all
phases of the shipboard data processing of all departments of the ship.
As stated earlier, this paper Is vnritten in as simple a language
as possible in an attempt to give complete tmderstanding to the problem
and its solution to all readers. As a result, over sliq>11floatIons may
occur which are n@t eseactly correct. However, the need for siiq>llcity and
complete understanding of the basic problem overshadows any minor depart*
ures from technical operational techniques of the computer and its systems.
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U, REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Llterattire oa electfonic data processing and computers in gener-
al i© plentiful However, the technology and state of the art is advanc-
ing so rapidly that it is difficult to keep current with the latest im-
provements > The trade magazines specializing in cosoputers and electronic
data processing are far more useful than books.
There is little literature on actual government (military and other*
wise) experience or progress > despite the fact that the federal govern-
ment has been and still is the leader in the use of scientific and data
processing computers. Again, the best information can be obtained from
the trade Journals and government periodicals.
Research significance . No other research papers in this area
were located.
Sources searched . The following sources were searched:
1. Government, military and conraercial technical, business and manage-
ment periodicals from 1950 to date.
2. Technical research reports on the subject that vrere available,
3. The current information pamphlets from all major computer manufact-
urers.
4. The most recent books on the subject which are also listed in the
bibliography.
Vo ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT
In order to determine whether shipboard EDP is feasible, the
following questions tm&t be answered:
Can the shipboard administrative workload be adapted to EDP?
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C'tn the EDP system vlth its computer and peripheral equipcaent be
accomoiDd^tdd aboard ship physically snd organizationally?
Is there a computer that can fill the requirements of shipboard
EDP?
Chapter II of this report gives a brief history of cooqputers,
how they operate and how they are being used in industry and the military
services. Chapter III describes how the shipboard administrative work-
load could be adapted to EDP« Chapter IV determines whether the computer
could be accomffiBodated aboard ship» Chapter V describes the type of com-




THE COMPUTER IN INDUSTRY AND THE MILITARY
I. A BRIEF HISTORY
The history of the coTq>uter is characterized by a slow start
thousands of years ago and sporadic Interest until 1945 when the com-
puter field eseploded with phenomenal growth and a far reaching iiq>act on
our way of life.
The abacus, which was in use in 500 AD in Egypt and the Middle
East, nay be considered the first digital computer. It is interesting
to note that it employed the same bi-quinary number system which was used
in the most popular computer of the late 1950*8, the IBM 650.
Ttie slide rule was invented in 1630 and used logarithms and a
logarithmic scale which had been developed earlier by Napier to perform
multiplication and division. The slide rule may be considered the first
analog cogq>uter since it worked on the basis of physical measurements to
perform mathematical functions as do our modem analog coiq>uters.
In 1642, a tax collector in Paris was having difficulty totaling
his accounts, so his son Blaise Pascal decided to help and built the
first mechanical adding machine. This machine could Just add and subtract.
In 1673, Wilhelra Leibnitz, the German philosopher and mathematician, suc-
ceeded in iiq>rovlns on Pascal's machine and built a machine that could
mechanically muiltiply and divide.
Hie generally accepted "father of the computer" was a mathematics
professor from Oxford University tmsmd Charles Babbage. In 1812 he started
work on a oAchlne he called a Difference Engine. He never completed this
machine because he w&b useable to have the parts manufactured with suffic-
ient precision to make his Difference Engine function accurately. Con-
sequently he devoted moire time on imi^roving ouinufacturlng processes than
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he did on cosapyCerSo
In 1833 Bfibbage was b&ck in the computer field and conceived the
Analytical Engine. This otachlne could be called the first general purpose
computer since it used punched cards to sequentially control the arith-
metic operations It performed. The Information was stored by use of
mechanical wheels and the punched cards dictated the sequence of man-
Ipulatlon^ Again Babbage was unable to complete this machine because of
the same engineering problems that had plagued his Difference Engine.
However » his son later completed both engines.
The next milestone in the development of the coiqputer resulted
from the heavy workload in the U. S. Census Bureau. The Bureau found
that the population had increased so rapidly that it was in^ossible to
coiq>lete the collection and posting of one census, before another one was
completed and ready to be processed. So in 1889, Dr. Herman Hollerith
invented and built a sorting and computing machine which would collect
the information from punched cards. (These cards were initially called
Hollerith cards after the Inventor, but are now called electric accounting
machlne-EAM-cards.) This machine was used successfully for computing the
1910 census. Mr» Hollerith later left the Census Bureau and became assoc-
iated with a commercial firm which later became the International Business
Machines Corporation (IBM).
The U. S« Navy also played an Important part in the development of
computers. The first tnjie analog computer produced in quantity was a»de
for the U. S. Navy in 1915 by the Ford Instrument Company. This was called
the MKI Range Keeper or the "Baby Ford" which was the forerunner of the
modem Navy fire control coQp«;»ter. This range keeper was replaced by the
more complex Hark I consputer which, in conjunction with the Mark 37 fire
control system, contributed imsoeasurably to the success of naval gun
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bfitteries d^sflug World War H,
Im the l«e€! 1930 Vs, pr. Howard AUceo of Harvard conceived of a
s^chine similar to BabMge'« using the principle of sequential control.
The start of World War II ptit pressure on th^ military to develop cooputers
that vould solve the weap©s?s trajectory problem. The aid of several univ-
ersities was enlisted @nd DTc Aiken of Harvard pushed his Autoosatic
Sequence Controlled Computer, more commonly known as the Harvard Hark I,
to completion in 1944, Ihie computer employed an electromechanical system
and its sequencing was controlled by coded punched paper tape. This com-
puter is still in use today.
At the same time, the Moore School of Electrical Engineering at
the University of Pennsylvania was engaged in a similar project for the
military. Many persons were involved in this project including von NeuoMin,
Mauchly, Eckert and Goldstinie, They coig^leted the Electronic Numerical
Integrator and Computer (ENIAC), the first tx^ly electronic computer in
1946.
The Mark I and the ENIAC which contained 18,000 vacuum tubes were
the beginning of our aodern computer age. It is interesting to note that
the first problem worked on the Hark I took two weeks. This same problem
would have taken 100 man years if ^.orked by hand. The ENIAC was much
faster than the Hark I and a transaction that took three tenths of a sec-
ond to perform in the Mark I took only five-thoasandchs of a second in the
ENIAC.
The race was on. Dr. John von Ne^j^an developed the use of internal
memory, father thaa seq^aencing, in 1945, and the Electronic Discrete
Variable Automatic Computer (IDVAC) was developed. This was followed in
1949 by the Electronic Delay Storage Automatic Computer (EDSAC) built at
Cambridge University^, the Bmreatyi of Standards Eastern Automatic Computer

(SliAC), an«] th^ Sckert Mfciichly CoKpoT&tion iilHAC.
The first compsater to be* Ka&s ,?i'Ot1?»;*ad v«i» the UNIVAC vhich M&a
deliver«id to tha Censws Bureau in 1550, In 1953, International Business
Machines Coiporation's Model 701 v;as placet! on the market and the computer
revolution \:^>3 underway.
Starting with the few machines in use in 1953, the market has ex-
plodet!. Late in 1957, there were 200 large-scale computers and 600 snail
and medium scale computers in use. By late 1959, these had grown to an
cstiuiated 400 large-scale computers and over 2,000 small and medium com-
puters. •* In 1960, the total number of computers increased to 4,500 and
in 1961 the figure was increased to 14,453 in addition to ever C,000 un-
6filled orders. In 19o2 International Business Machines reported that they
7
had fira crders for over 7,000 of their Ilodel 1401 conputer.
II. DESCRIPTION OF A COMPUTER
Operation , Tlie conq>uter is simply an improved desk calculator
just as tVie missile is an Improved projectile. In order to use a desk
calculator it is necessary to enter the number to be manipulated by depres-
ainp, the keys. Ihis action is comparable to the input in a computer.
After thti nurabers are entered into the desk calculator it is necessary
to dupiCi»s the key or bar which will cause the numbers that were introduced
to be rMnipulated (£»du«..d, subtracted, divided or jaultiplied). Tills action
is similat to the program that is placed in the computer. Similarly, the
^E. Wainti^ht Martin, Electronic Data Processing An Introduce ion
(Iloraevsood • iUchaid Po In.ln, Inc„, 1961), p<. 2^
^Coap-uta ffg artd ^^ytcfitation . Vol. II, Ho. 4, (April 1, 1962), p. 14B.




appea^anice «sf the answer on tape, or in & register window of the calculator
iB coBparable to the oi^tput of the cotqputer. So the coi]q>uter Is actually
only a sophisticated calculator in which the laanlpulAtion oust be deter-
mined In advance and entered into the computer before the data to be man-
ipulated is lntrodusced«
TO get an even better idea of how a coaqmter functions, a sinq;>le
addition problem will be traced through the computer. The program or
directions to the computer are first written, converted to machine lan-
guage and put on a tape which is then used as the input to the computer.
The program is then entered into memory. Next, the numbers (A & B) which
are to be added together are also entered into the memory of the computer
by tape« When the start button is depressed the control section of the
computer takes control, reads the program, and operates the coaq>uter
accordingly. It first directs that the first number A be removed from
storage and placed in the arithmetic register in the arithmetic section
of the conputero The control section then directs that number B be taken
from storage and added to A in the arithmetic register. It then directs
that the new number C be returned to storage and finally the control section
directs the output section to punch the answer C on tape as an output.
It should be noted that inputs go only to storage and all outputs come
only from storage ^ Both the program and the data to be manipulated are
stored in the Internal storage. The control section, by reading the program,
controls the internal functioning of the computer, directs data from stor-
age to the arithmetic section and back to storage and tells the arithmetic
section what operation to perform on the data.
Critical Characteristics , Different model computers have different
characteristics which affect their operation and determine their most
efficient use, Onfsrtisnately, no two manufacturers apply the same meaning
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to th€ varies chamcterlstlcs. Hierefore, in talking about a character-
istic for any specific computer, it imst be determined how the manufacturer
defines the characteristic under consideration. The three critical charact-
eristics of a computer are speed, storage capacity and word length. Each
will be discussed separately.
1, Speed. Since the acknowledged purpose of a computer is to
Increase the speed of calculating a problem or processing data, the faster
the computer is internally m processing the data, the more efficient the
computer, and the less expensive it Is per unit of time or per document
processed. Accordingly, all speeds are Important. This Includes the speed
of input and output, the speed to perform certain arithaetlc and logic
operations, and the speed to transfer Information In and out of storage.
2. Storage. Another important characteristic is storage capacity.
Remembering that both the program which controls the manipulation of the
data and the data Itself must be stored in the memory section, it is
essential that storage capacity be great enough to permit complete pro-
grams and the normal data load to be stored in the computer simultaneously.
Obviously if the storage is too small, duplicate runs will have to be
made with the data thus doubling the processing time.
3. Word length. Each storage location in the internal memory
can only process a word of a prescribed number of characters or numerals
which is determined by the design of the computer. Some computers use
five digit words and others tsse as many as sixteen digits. Thus all man-
ipulations withla the computer nsyist be in units of alphabetic characters
or numerals of word length or less. If it is necessary to manipulate a
unit of nwaerals ©r characters greater than one word length. It will be
necessary t© tmse two word lengths. This can be very wasteful of storage
space. For example: if it is desired to enter into the computer the number
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123456, and r.he com\>vte?. hnu a ward length of five, it <A'ill be necessary
to split thiu nasHec ''n*:o.' tvo i'>arf6 ami jf.-wt GOOOl in the first memary cc-11
and put the 23-j56 in tUe second ffiiesaory cell. Acrortlinjjly, storage space
for fous RUiiserals in the first cell has been wastad. Sorue coraputers in
u::e today hav3 overcojuc this probliiri by utilisin.-, variable 'jotil len.'^ths,
V.n this case the smfillfst vord thiJt eon be wsnipul^ted is one digit.
It le also necessary to ccrefully note how the miinufftcturer defines word
length. In some instances, one alphabetic charocttr tttkes the si>ace of
t\Xi nuir.«sroils in a word. Thus the effective storG3<» ap&ce \ould be quite
different daijcndins upon vhcther characters or numerals were being dis-
cussed. Lilcii, ise, the length of the x;ord affects the net storaj^e space
when comparing conputers. For ertnuiple: two computers laay both have stor-
aQ,Q capacity fjr 16,000 words, but if the vjord length in one computer
in f.'.ve di^ita and tlie vord length in the secoAc^ t:omputer is t&n digits,
thr» latter has tvice the net ctora<^o s[>ace of the former. Ihuft, the vord
length In a computer ia also critical, and it is euioatial to knot? hov
the vord length in <5.^i:iue4 ly the rauufacturer before it can be usoil as
a point of refetenct-.
III. USE J m niDUST-lY
Mr. Alfced I''. Wilson, executive vice-^sresideut of Minneapolis
Honeywell Rejiulator Company, told a large press gathering:
We ate b. i;,inuing a clerical and industrial revolution-and a
ftianageiiieat revolution as w**!! and the tempo and pace of the revolution
will be far greater tluin those of the first revolution, lliis revolu-
tioa v/ill aiiect evoiy a.5ip: ct of our bu^Jlness, of our econoj;iy, of our
education sytitem, of our society as a v/hole. We can insure that
these chi5viit>ess are planned in advance -or ve can pretend nothing is
happening and fi»ce the ftw^n^ possl5 illt/ of iiavin^; to take eiaergency
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taeasux'ea iu « crisis KltuatJ.on later.
'die revolution lit, l/ilson w£>s lefei'iing to is the result of the
aptplict^tlon of the computer for electronic data processing, decision mak-
ing, control of inoduction and scientific problem solving, 'fhi^ new
science has been culled such sophisticated names as "artificial intelli-
j;cnce", "bionics", "intellectconics", "cybernetics", and many other illum-
inating titles.. However, these terras all refer to the increasing use of
coraputers as tools of mankind. This revolution differs from the earlier
one in that in the first industrial revolution the machine reduced man's
labor rcquiienients, while the latest revolution has reduced his clerical
requirements, Tha graph shovtt in Figure 1 indicates the tremendous in-
crease In coMputers in use since they were first placed on the market
for general coiaaercial use in 1955.
A furth«2ir indication of the rapid growth in the use of computers
and the applications to ^'hlch they are put Is that in January 1960, Comput-
ers and Automation published the results of a survey of electronic data
processing cc^uipraents manufactured by United States equipment makers and
their application. Tl-se survey revealed that digital computers were being
used in 310 different areas of application, and over half of these were
business uses. The survey also reported that there were a total of 20
models of coti^niters produced by United States manufacturers on the mar-
ket. In June 1961, only 18 months later, the number of applications
had incr<^asod to over 500, and the number of models on the market had
^Robert M. Smith, "Automation Revolution Will Effect Every Phase
of U« S„ Economy," Office Management and American Business . XXII No. 1,
(January 1961), pp:, 8, 9,
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iticre-ftsed to 62. ~ An indicAtiorn of the f'at«re growth of the computer
is the fact that the industry ^s s>. whole had gross sales in excess^ of one
billion dolla.r3 in 1961, ar^d it is predicted that sales will double, then
il
redouble in the next fo'j.r to seven ye-ars»
As mentioned earlier thsre axe. over 300 applicatiorss for coasputeriS.,
Obviously, it woald be Impractical to list all iJises of computer!? in a
paper of this nature. However, to give the reader an appreciation of the
potential of the coropetsr, the major general applications with a few
specific uses are discussed in the following paragraphs.
1. Repetitious clerical and account iRg paper work . This is the
bread and butter use of the computer becaa?e cf its ability to rapidly
perform repeated routine operations. All industries have made use of
the computer in performing routine clerical, bookkeeping and accounting
functions. These include payroll computation, sales analysis, inventory
control, accounts receivable, accounts payable, production cost control
and similar operations. In fact, most large companies today have mul-
tiple installations of computers with at least one of them devoted entir-
ely to the payroll functions.
For example: Ford Motor Company is using a large computer to
save several hundred thousand dollars a year in the cost of preparing
12
their 100,000 men payroll in the Detroit area. The payroll accounting
not only produces checks, but it alfio competes federal, state and local
^^Computers and An toim ti<o
_^,
V<al. 10 Nc. 6, {J"ane 1961). p. 99-
113, 133-137.
^^"Hot Race for Far-off Profits^," B?jiiSlRe<».s Week,. No. 1700, CMarch
31, 1962), p. 62.
^•^£, Wainrighr Martin Jr., Electronic Mta Proce ssing, An
IntroduictiOR (Homewood° Rl cktir-d B, Irwisi, Tuc. , 1961) p. 3.
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taxes, labor union dwes, social security, savings bonds, credit anions,
retirement plans and slwilar related functions.
All the major life iosarance cotEpanles generate large volumes of
paper vTcrk. Accordingly, they have installed large computers to peiforiri
such functions as premiam billing, cominissioo accounting, dividend cal-
calaticns, reserve calc^ilations, actuarial calcalations and other sinalar
operations. Many of thp iasiirance companies report large savings. One
company reported that the computer installation replaced 113 people and a
1
3
punched card accounting system costing about $216,000 a year. The ver-
satility of the computer is demonstrated by the fact that computers enabJed
the New York Life Insurance Company to replace in less than one nionth a
file of 250,000 policy cards destroyed by a fire on November 18, 1960,
The information on the cards was duplicated on m>agnetic tape at the home
office. A high speed printer took the data off the tape in three days
and cards, with at least 20 items of information, were reproduced in
three weeks. The company estimated the job would have taken nearly a
14
year to accomplish by pre- automation methods.
Continental Casuality Insurance Company Vice-President Walter
Foody advises "The computers enable us to launch massive nationwide sales
campaigns - writing as many as 30,000 policies in a single day - that
•^%. G, Vara Auken, Jr., "The Itutroduction of an Electronic
Computer in a Large lnsuTa.tice Company, " Automation and Technological Change
,
(Hearing before the Subcommittee on the Economic Stabilization of the
Joint Committee in the Economic Report 84th Congress, 1st Session),
(Washington, D. C. , 1955), pp, 290-300.
^^News Item in the Wall Street Joicarnal, December 19, 1961.
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simply would not be possible without: them."
Banks have found the real time coiq;>uter an economical Inveat-
oient. A typical real tine system Installed by one of the largest lutual
savings banks In the United States Includes a central cooputer which will
siaultaneously control transactions at each taller *s wlndov la each of the
bank's five branches. Each teller has a "tellers set" about the slse of
a typewriter. When the custoner cooms up to the window, the taller In-
serts the eustOBsr's pass book In a slot In the "tellers sat" and types
In the transaction. Ihe computer Instantly updates the custoaer's account
and transmits the Infomatlon back to the bank teller. It enters the
transaction in the passbook and also enters all Interest accunulated since
the custonar's last visit to the bank. Also, in a natter of ailllseconds,
the conputer can perfona aortgaga accounting, payroll processing, life
insurance notices, personnel records, Christnas Club accounts, customer
loan accounts, and other bank functions. The bank purchased the computer
system for $2,000,000, and estimates that savings in operating expenses
will pay for the eomputar and also give the bank a savings of $1,830,000
in tan years. ^^
Large hospital service organisations and hospitalisation Insurance
companies employ computers for their complete operation including dally
billing, payment of hospital and doctors' bills, determination of enroll-
ment eligibility for thousands of prospective customers, maintaining
customers accounts, and all kinds of statistical analysis. Computers
^^"Business in 1961, " Time Ma£azlne . UQCVIII MO. 26, (December
29. 1961). p. 51.
^^"Savlngs Bank Automation with Real Time Computers, " Data
Processing . Vol. 3 No. 12, (Deceiaber 1961), pp. 27-29.
^^Honeywell Advertisement, Fortune Hagazine




of the type used in these applications can update 200,000
Individual re-
cords in Just seventeen minutes, consplete a 10,000 roan payroll in
less
18
than two hours, or sort 10,000 fifty character items in four
minutes.
Most universities and colleges, no matter how small, have com-
puter installations. These computers are usually used for classroom
Instruction in electronic data processing and scientific problem
solving,
calculating research projects and in administrative data processing. In
the latter application, real time allows an up to the minute
computation
of the students enrolled in specific courses, so that
over-enrollment
is precluded during registration. They are also used to schedule
courses,
maintain students' records, mark papers, compute grades and averages,
bill students for various charges and perform the normal
housekeeping
functions of payroll, cost control, budgets and similar jobs.
Another important use of computers in industry is for personnel
records. These records are usually broken down into four
categories:
selection and placement, classification and analysis, welfare
and morale,
and individual history record. All data required by these
categories is
entered in the computer. Then, in a minute's time, it is
possible to
have complete listing of all company personnel that are
eligible for a
promotion, have completed a certain course, have not had an
accident,
have not been tardy, have been employed for ten years, and
other qual-
ifications. The advantages and the savings are quite obvious.
Industry has also found it to its advantage to use data
processing
and the computer for plant and equipment accounting. A
complete history
is maintained of all equipment from the time of its acquisition
until it
l^Honeywell Advertisement, Business Week , No. 1696, (March 3. 1962).
p. 11.
V 1 >/
i;. "£"- ii f, .*w>: .a ?: ^
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of the type used In these applications can update 200,000 Individual re-
cords in just seventeen minytes, coo^lete a 10,000 raan payroll in less
18
than two hours, or sort 10,000 fifty character items in four nimites.
Most universities and colleges, no matter how small, have com-
puter installations^ These computers are usually used for classroom
Instruction in electronic data processing and scientific problem solving,
calculating research projects and in administrative data processing. In
the latter application, real time allows an up to the minute coiq>utation
of the students enrolled in specific courses, so that over-enrollment
is precluded during registration. They are also used to schedule courses,
maintain students' records, nark papers, conqpute grades and averages,
bill students for various charges and perform the normal housekeeping
functions of payroll, cost control, budgets and similar Jobs.
Another iBq>ortant use of computers in industry is for personnel
records. These records are usually broken down into four categories:
selection and placement, classification and analysis, welfare and morale,
and individual history record. All data required by these categories is
entered in the coii^>uter. Then, in a minute's time, it is possible to
have conqplete listing of all coiqpany personnel that are eligible for a
promotion, have completed a certain course, have not had an accident,
have not been tardy, have been employed for ten years, and other qual-
ifications. The advantages and the savings are quite obvious.
Industry has also found it to its advantage to use data processing
and the computer for plant and equipment accounting. A complete history
is maintained of all equipment from the time of its acquisition until it
l^oneywell Advertisement, Business Week
.




18 retirtd. Thlti infomotlon vill include costs* depreciation, trans-
fers, Gialntenanc^, gisserg^ncy repalKS* usage and other similar statistics.
This provides m»nag@soene v;lth accutrate cost controls and statistical in-
fortaatlon on which to base decisions relating to the procureaent, use and
retirement of capital ec^uipnent.
A typical sisall computer for routine sales and accounting work
In a small fim will prepare the sales order, produce the work order, ship*
ment order, bills of lading and shipping nemoranduaw. Upon shipneat it
will then update the inventory and If this shipaent reduces the inventory
to a prescribed level, it will write a purchase order for replacenent*
prepare voucher checks, receiving reports, accounts payable records and
purchase conmitnant analysis. When the material is shipped to the cus-
tOBMr, the con^uter computes and writes an invoice, prepares an accounts
racaivable register and other statistical reports. Upon receipt of pay-
ant or material it again updates all records to reflect actual status
19
of inventory and accounts.
The transportation industries are quickly learning the value of
eoaputars. In addition to regular payroll, billing and accounting pro-
cedures, the computers are used to figure tariff rates for different
cosmodities, adjust rates as necessary, compute the most equitable rates
and most profitable loads. Union Pacific Railroad uses a computer in
thia fashion and also to automatically route freight at electronic class-
on
Ification yards and to keep track of all freight cars loaded and empty.
2. Larii^e storage of information . Ihe computer's ability to store
^^Friden Advertisement, Fortune Magazine. UCV No. 1, (January 1962),
p. 122.
^Ounion Pacific Railroad Advertisea^nt, Business Weak . No. 1698,
(Karch 17, 1962), pp. 4A-45.
I
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large aiaotuints! of information and to provide fast access to such stored
infon»atlon makes it very useful for reservation systems for large hotel
chains, airlines, and other activities having a requirement to store large
quantities of information, yet be able to provide instant replies to in-
quiries.
Most large airlines have, or ie installing, world-wide electronic
reservation systems consisting of remote units connected to a central
computer. Under this system any agent throughout the world can query a
computer on space availability for any flight, and receive an answer in
less than five seconds. He can then make the reservation in less than
one second. This same system will also compute or verify conqplex routings
in less than five minutes. The same computer system also does housekeep-
ing chores for the airline, such as routine accounting, payroll, and inven-
tory of aircraft repair parts.
An information retrieval system is an arrangement of microfilm
cameras, coBq>uters and mechanical selection devices designed to reduce the
information in business, government and academic libraries to manageable
bulk, index it thoroughly, search through it on command for wanted infor-
mation and produce it in a matter of minutes. International Business
Machines estimates that con^anies, professional groups and universities
are spending twenty million dollars a year in information retrieval equip-
ment, and that system sales will mushroom to five hundred million by 1971.
In a typical system, the con^uter indexes the contents of a library by
feeding titles into it and having it pick out key words under which to
list them. Then the coaq>^ter can be queried by using key words, and a
listing or a copy of all documents indexed under that key word will be
^^NoriMn C. Miller,, Jr., Wall Street Journal, December 11, 1961.
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printed ^mt^ A ®yst€m deglgjied to h.iuadle Mcroflimed copies of ninety-
nime aillioia e^'^d repc^ftt, bS'Sk®, wfwspapifers amd sisajpt «r.;lll be delivered
to the Central Intel llgenee ^genc,^ in 196?,
3„ Daitii i^fefeetlof!! ., Dt^e mbility ©f the ©.sra^^wfeeir to rapidly absorb
large aunoufflt® of IniQiemn^thwii, c|s>§@ify It int^ vsi«l©«s e©t©s©ri€s asid pro-
dues suiiasai'ies has opened imp nev ^^Istafi ic© smti&tical Analysis in many
«re®». r»1\il&: saan has al'^-yays s<ee?i the need foje co«iplllng vital statistics
in such ar^tas as science, a^dlcin'S and criseinology, he has been thwarted
by the titm snd money th^t would b@ Involved in acoraplishing the analysis.
"^iltiy th<@ ec/'saputer dt^es the job in a taatter o£ minutes.
The Secret Servlcs is using coaputers to assist them in its battle
against check forgets. Each forgery discovered is entered iir^to a com-
puter ;.?here it is compared *.dth prior forgeries. Various details of the
forgery »fe matched with details of prior forgertjua, v-hich often leads to
the toxii,^r, Mr. Jamsa L. Le^is» special agent in charge of the Service's
forgery taction cosstilers the computer "our only solution" in tracking down
nultipls forgers. He iiaid that "We'ra getting 40,000 forgeries a year and
we Just can't keep th@m ©11 in our memories. '"^^
Mcst of this large stock brokerage offices are usins computers to
maintain latest prices of stocks, customers' accounts and transactions.
Stock prises ®r@ atiitT-matically fed t© the conseputer froas the ticker tape.
the coaq>uit«i:r then st&res the various prices including op^imlng, high, low
and last price. Any branch offlee can qwery *:he v^oif-urer and get the
prices desired i^ntsEssitly. Mr, Michael McCitrthy, Cihaiffmaift of Merrill,
Lynch, fi«src&, F^nmer & Smithp ^ich has^dles ^.-^Ighteea percent of the shares
traded on the H@%«' York Stock Escehange ^B&iS^ ''It ^^«sld b@ almost impossible




for us to handle m&v pt-esent 'vohm& wlthomt e®^«;&ter8."'
Newspaper® ume c&ts^teTB to mitom&tiemlly acctsnulAte stock prices.
When An edition goes to pressg the cois^cuter prints out a listing of all
stocks traded, their voltioe of sales and prices, all in less than a min-
ute. Newspapers also use computers to assemble their classified adver-
tisements and to do the billing and accounting. When a request to run a
classified advertisement is received, complete information is punched
in a tape and entered into the coiiqp»uter. When it is time for the paper
to go to press, the coapwter prints out all the classified advertisements
alphabetically, under the proper heading. It keeps a record of the number
of days each is to run, drops it on the prescribed day, automatically
prints the billing, and maintains the customer's account until payment
is received and the account is closed.
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft has 12,000 production machines built
by four hundred different manufacturers. In order to reduce and control
Bialntenance costs, all preventive maintenance requirements and routine
maintenance tests were placed in a computer. The computer now schedules
over 18,000 maintenance operations in these plants. The computer also
maintains a complete maintenance history of each machine including dotm
tlmt, repair costs and description of work done. Statistical reports,
backlogs, employee records, and other similar statistics related to main-
tenance can be produced as desired. In the three year period since maln-
tenanee was scheduled by computer the following results have accrued:
a) Increased efflcies^cy of machine repair department by 40%.
b) Reduced unscheduled or emergency calls by 2SX.
^^"Business in 1961/* time Ma^aagjne, LXXVIII No. 26, (December
29, 1961), p. 50.
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c) Increased productivity of lubrication personnel by 35%.
n»lntenance hours per year on a battery of tracer
controlled units from 1,879 to 243; reduced nusaber of repair calls by
727.. 2^
4. Simalatlon , Iteny problems In Industry today are too coiq>lex
to solve even with a computer. The only solution to the problem lies In
the trial and error method. However, the trial may be very expensive and
the resulting error even more costly. These costs can be saved by simul-
ation techniques employing the computer. In simulation, a real world sys-
tem or situation Is reproduced, or duplicated, in mathamatlcal syn^ols.
This model may be an entire transportation system, a complete production
process or an assembly line. After the model is completed and programmed
into the computer, trial and error experiments can be conducted and the
results observed. Hie speed of the computer will permit it to simulate
a years production in less than twenty four hours of coiq>uter time. By
simulating all possible occurrences it can be determined which factors
affect the different portions of the model. These results will then in-
fluence future decisions.
Matson Navigation Company has constructed a coiiq)lete model of its
passenger and c^rgo service between west coast United States ports and the
Hawaiian Islands. By sissKalatlon they have run many years of this service
under various conditions. As a result, they have determined what types
ships to employ, the best routing, how to handle loss of cargo caused by
labor strikes, aad other ymcertainties. The model is specifically used
for;
2) £¥alu<Eting new ship types before the company buys them.
^^Mobil Oil toE^any Advert isea^-ntj, Fortune Magazine
. LXIV No. 6,
(November 1961), ppo 30-31.
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3) Optimizing fleet composition.
4) Pricing new services.
5) Evaluating labor practices.
6) Developing logical tariff structure.
7) Predicting results of changes in tonnage shipped by customers.
8) Predicting how to optimize schedules in face of shipping
strikes, sugar strikes and changes in coopetitive services.
Although innumerable results have been obtained, one concrete
result of this program is the fact that since this program was started
five years ago. Matson has reduced its fleet from fifteen ships to twelve
ships, but they are carrying 20% more revenue tonnage.^
Seven American and Canadian railroads are financing a one million
dollar three year study by Battelle Memorial Institute of Colunibus, Ohio
designed to tell the industry how to run a better railroad. Battelle
systems engineers will build a complete mathematical model of the railroad
freight system and using a digital computer will test the results of all
possible factors of operations. The railroads hope to improve their oper-
ating efficiency by determining such factors as how to distribute freight
cars, how many switch engines should be used, how to handle eiq>ty cars,
and other similar factors.
5. Automation . In many industries the computer, in conjunction
with a control loop and a feed back loop, controls entire processes,
assembly lines or the entire factory itself. Oil refineries were the
first plants to be automated. Chemicals followed closely behind, and
now we find most mant^facturing processes automated to some extent.
^^Foster Weldon, "Simi&lation of Fleet Operations," Lecture, NPGS
Monterey, February 2, 1962.
^^Ncws Item in the Wall Street Journal. March 2, 1962.
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One ©f the fisst cos^ater controlled factories was the Texaco
PolymerizatiOG Plant at Pofft Arthur, Texas. In this plant, a special
purpose digital comptiater receives informtion (feed back) from 110 sources
and controls 16 flows, pressures and temperatures. Since
the plant was
already instrumented, a large saving in personnel costs was
not experienced,
but the computer was more efficient and increased production
from 87% to
93%. 2^
Com Products Company, manufacturer of Knorr soups has automated
its huge Argo, Illinois five story plant with a computer like
brain.
There is a wired board for each soup recipe. This board is
placed in the
computer, which controls the process with the help of nine mixing
control
stations, which receive signals from the computer. Workmen just monitor
the operations with all data being recorded by machine. If something




One of the latest and most sophisticated uses of the computer
is
in numerically controlled N/C milling machines which produce complex
parts,
without human intervention, from a series of numbers representing
math-
ematical coordinates of the surfaces involved.
^^ Machines guided by N/C
can now do Jobs that were never feasible before because of
human in-
accuracy and fatigue. Kiey cs^n do any Job more precisely, at
higher speeds
and with less waste of material.
N/C is in its infancy with 50% ©f the units on factory floors having
2^"Compi£ter mm Refinery for Texaco," Business Week, April 4, 1959,
pp. 44-54,
^^Ge©rg@ B©©laB£n, "The Uncomaon Market of Com Products," Fortune
Magazine, LXV m. 3, (March 1962), p. 99.
^^"Making a mchine Rsaa Itself," B^giaess Week , March 9, 1957,
No. 1436, ppo 183-18?.
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been instt^i-lled in 1961c It hus been stated, ho^^ever, that without N/C
it would not h®ve been pcs»ible for the United StAtes to advance in the
aero space and missile field as it did. In fact, the Air Force is favor-
ing contractors vdlth N/C equipment to speed contract fulfillment and pro-
duct precision. Largely confined to the missile and air frame industry
in its early stages, N/C is now spreading to all industries. The testi-
monials of firms using N/C are endless. A few are reported from a recent
30
article in Fortune o'^ For example: Miehle-Gross-Dexter reports that N/C
cuts 10 to 40 percent off the cost of making certain graphic-arts equip-
ment parts; Boeing saves 40 percent on tesqplates it makes with N/C;
Pratt & Whitney estimates that N/C saves it 70 percent of the cost of making
certain parts with close hole tolerances.
It is predicted and quite reasonably so, when the savings already
registered by N/C are noted, it will revolutionize the machine tool indus-
try in the next five years.
The computer has also proved invaluable in scheduling projects or
production using program evaluation and review techniques (PERT) or the
similar critical path method (CFM). Under this technique, a coiiq>lete pro-
gram is broken down into individual tasks. Each task is then evaluated
and it is determined how long it would take and what it would cost to
perform each task in mininum time, normal time, and at minimum costs.
This system also determines the critical path, or the sequence of individual
tasks, which limits the time to complete the project. This whole problem
is prograixmed into the computer and keeps i^nagement apprised of the status
of all tasks, c^rreiit costs^ estimated future costs and estimated date of
completion. PERT hm^ bee%& credited as the major contributing factor in
^%erbert S©low, "How t® Talk to Machine T©ols, " Fortune Magazine ,
LXV Nfe. 3, (March 1962), pp. 120=124.

Che coTq>letlon ©f the Polaris missile two years «head of schedule.
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6. Problem Solving , Computers were specifically designed to solve
scientific, mathematical and engineering problems. Some of the problems
they solve are not cos^>le3C, but they are so long and so cumbersome that
it is Just io^ractlcal to solve them without a computer. A good example
is the determination of prime numbers. This computation requires up to
50,000 operations to find one nuinber, but the new coiq>uters can find sev-
eral thousand primes in an hour. Other single problems are those involv-
ing many variables which couldn't be computed by hand but can be done by
a computer in minutes.
The coiq>uter is also Invaluable in solving many complex mathemat-
ical and scientific problems which man was just incapable of physically
solving before the computer was invented. It is invaluable in the missile
and aircraft industry, and it has been said that without them, supersonic
flight and space flight would still be a dream. In these industries
the computer is used to design the hardware, and the final product.
Considering the money and time invested in our latest missiles and air-
craft and the problem of personnel safety, the United States wouldn't dare
launch a missile or allow an aircraft to take off unless it were sure it
could fly. The computer gives this assurance.
The rapid development of msclear capability has also depended on
the use of the con^iuter in problem solving and guiding the engineer's
design, plans and decisions from beginning to end. Reactors themselves
are monitored by computers to ensure safe operation, optimum efficiency,
immediate recognition of trouble, and instituting immediate corrections.
^^George A. W. Boehm, "Helping the Executive Make Up His Mind,
"
Fortune Magazine , UCV No. 4, (April 1962), p. 130.
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7. Operatior.s research and decision tnaklng
. Operations research,
frequently referred, tc as quantitative decision making, operations analy-
sis, or management science is a new science which is closely related to
and relies heavily upon the computer. Operations research refers to the
scientific method and advanced mathematical and statistical techniques
used in management decision problems. Basically, operations research pro-
vides techniques for determining various alternatives or courses of action,
assigning values, utility measure, or penalties to these alternatives,
and then helping the manager optimize the objective function. Unfortun-
ately, roost of the problems which are solved by operations research
techniques contain so many variables and parameters that solution by man
is impractical. However, the computer can solve most of these problems
in a matter of minutes. To emphasize this point it is only necessary
to note that a million multiplications performed by a human using a desk
calculator would take about five years and cost about $25,000. The same
task performed by the earlier computers would take eight minutes and cost
about $10.00, while the new LARC computer would perform these multipli-
32
cations in eight seconds at a cost of fifty cents. Operations research
teamed with the computer make a potent management tool which has revol-
utionized the process of decision making.
8. Special applications . Computers of special design are used
in many specialized applicatiorss. Some important uses are in the guid-
ance and control of missiles, satellites, and space vehicles. They are
also used to receive analysis and correlate radio telemetry signals from
these vehicles. Aircraft are also equipped with small computers and
^ A. S. Householder, "Solving Problems with Digital Computers,"
Computers and A^itomation, Vol, 5, No. 7, (July 1956), p. 6.
rrca.). 3 4-.fe
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wherever speed ani technology are increasing computers are being installed.
9. The future . The f'jture of the computer and electronic data
processing in unliiTiited. Each day they are being applied to new uses and
each day the computer and associated equipments are being improved. Some
of the latest applications in industry, many of which are still in the
development stage, are listed below. While some of these uses are con-
sidered facetious, it is obvious that the techniques employed will find
utilization in other methods in industry.
International Business Machines has programmed a computer to pl*f.y
checkers with a human. To make sure it wins, the machine is programmed
so that before each move it tests all possible moves and all possible
33
succeeding moves for two turns, and then determines the best move.
Another computer has been programmed to answer billions of base-
ball questions providing they are precise and asked in a two-hundred word
vocabulary. Another has been programmed to translate foreign languages
and still another to compose simple melodies.
A Univac 1 computer has been programmed to play bridge. It deals
four hands randomly, then proceeds to bid one or more of the hands for one
round of bidding. The hands of the other players are typed out for them
to see, and when it is their turn to bid, their bid is typed into the
computer.
While it is generally thought that a computer can not learn, much
''John Pfelffer, "Problems, Too Have Problems," FortUx^e Magazine
,
LXIV No. 4, (October 1961), p. 145.
^^Ibld. p. 168.
•J c
. -^Thomas A, ThrcOT, "l-Bivac Plays Bridge," Computers and Automation
,




effort is belrig deveted iirr. this araa> A prvigram called the "Logic
Theorist" h«s been '4f'lttti!^ in an att^ti^t to prove th«©rems in iMtheciat-
ical logic by sirailmtiTig pr^^cesses sicllar m those used by husaans.
Using this pirogr«Bid,ng, « coiiputer was able to discover proofs of 38 of
the first 52 theorems in Principia Mathattmtica, a highly regarded raath-
ersstlcal bo0k. Ira fact, in one instance, the computer proved one of the
theorems in a oDre concise method than man had been able to do. Ffuch
experifisentation is going for%^rd in this field and encouraging results
have been achieved.
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company is installing an optical
37
reader in conjunction with its computer. The machine will "read" con^
ventional printed or typed information somewhat like the human eye and
write the results on magnetic tape. This tape is then used as in input
to the computer. Thus the electronic data processing system will receive
the raw sheets on which the meter readings are recorded, enter the read-
ings in the computer and compute the customer's bill. The machine will
have a capability of processing 22,000 bills a day.
The Itek Corporation of Lexington, Massachusetts has developed a
photoelectric light pen with which an engineer formulates his problem
by graphically drawing it on a console that looks like a flat television
screen. The design passes into the computer which solves the problem and
stores it in memory. This saves the timely conversion of engineering
38drawings into mathematical formulas.
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H. A, Simon and A, Newell, "Heuristic Problem Solving: The
Next Advance in Operations Research, " Operations Research Journal ,
January, February 1958 o p. 1.
3^
"Optical Character Reading into Coaqniter Equipment," Computers
and Automation , XI No. 3, (March 1962), p. lOB.
38
"Techno logy, " Time Magaaine. LXXIX No, 9, (March 2, 1962), p. 74.
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In a recent article in Operations Res<earch Ideas vere presented
on the utilization ©f cosEputers In raedlcal data procetsing^ Under the
proposed system, the computer could eaa|>tle ftatisttcs i slating s>t^»teia-
dlse«se combinations, retrieve current informitlon about new preventative
measures, diagnostic techniques and treatments, produce lists of medi-
cally consistent diagnoses possible for a given sst of symptoms, indicate
what future diagnostic tests should be iiyide, calculate the probabilities
and conq>ile or recall desired aspects of a particular medical history.
Ihe system visualizes an area computer available to hospitals and phys-
39icians ^Ich is linked real time to a large research center computer.
IV. MILITARY USES
The Department of Defense has been a forerunner in the EDP revol-
ution and must be given much credit for the development of the art.
Recall that it was the military which sponsored the Harvard Hark I and
the ENIAC in order to have a method of rapidly solving the trajectory
problem. Hie advent of jet aircraft and missiles flying at speeds many
times the speed of sound have forced the Department of Defense to develop
methods that will process data instantaneously, so that military decisions
can be made in time to intercept these weapons. It has also been necess-
ary to design small electronic computers to control and guide the mili-
tary's high speed aircraft and missiles. Thus the Department of Defense
has been a leader in the computer crusade and must be credited with en-
couraging the technological revolution in EDP.
The Defense Department is also the biggest user of con^uters. In
^^Robert S. Ledley and Lee B. Lusted, "Con^uters in Medical Data




1960, 213 installdtions utilised 360 ooaprjr.ers iwS in 1961 tlie qwancity
iRCsrcssed to A93 coini>uters in 298 Ifistaliar.ions, Under cufrent plans
t:his uill jiiu-j to 661 coasputers in 37-3 iiuiRallrtiLioiis in 19G2. I£ pre-
sent Ci^tmds continue the Department of Defense will exceed this auount
xa 1SG2 and in two years tiwe the ninHiber of computers in the Department
will have doubled.
Tlio Navy has made strong efforts to control the rapid rise in
EDP within this service and thus ensure riiaKiaiuia utilization of each com-
puter installed. The Secretary of the Navy issxied SECNAV Instruction
P10462.7 on 15 April 1959. This instruction entitled, "Wavy Data Pro-
cessing," cancelled all previous instructions on this subject and con-
solidated -'general objectives, organizational responsibilities, proce-
dures, criteria, policies and guidance for the technical advancement and
effective, efficient, and economical utilization of punched card, elec-
tronic and asijiociated data processing equipment card techniques in Navy
Marine Corps logistics and business administration."
This instruction divides the Navy policy on ADP progress into six,
five year stases, as follov;s:
Stage 1 (1940-45) - Development of the first computers for high
speed mathematical calculations.
Stage 2 (1945=- 50) - Modification of scientific computers to per-
form business data processing.
Stage 3 (1950-55) = Recognition of the vast potential of elect-
ronics to process "paperwork" and improve information systems.
Stage 4 (1955-60) - Initial acquisition in quantity of feasibly
'^^C, Wo Borklwnd, 'nv'hat''s Ahead for Defense ADP," Armed Forces
Management
.
Vol, 1, No. 10, (Jisly 1961), p, 19.
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usefisl "ii^^t genefcmtion" electromic equipment for data processing and the
develdpnent of source dfttm automation, consiynlcatlons^ and toanagenent
sciignces adjiitncts to computers
»
Stage 5 (1960-65) » Cosqpletion of evaliiiatlons of early applica-
tions; shifting of program easphasis from recording, storing, processing,
to forecasting, planning, programing; the evolution of ii!^>roved hardware,
and an orderly transition to a full complement of adult equipment.
Stage 6 (1965-70) - l^Javy-wide perfection of the best ways and
means for management to use advanced hardware and personnel to achieve
an Integrated Navy Management Information System.
Administrative Systems . The Marine Corps EDP program has devel-
oped around two electronic computer systems, a Material Management Sys-
tem and a Personnel Management System.^^ Wherever installed, computers
for these systems also perform hois^sekeeping functions such as fiscal
accounting, cost accounting, disbursing, and similar functional require-
ments. The Marine Corps total system makes use of both mobile and fixed
installations and has as its primary objective to provide the best poss-
ible Information on resources to decision makers in order to enhance the
effectiveness of the Marine Corps. Secondary objectives include reduction
of administrative burdens at all echelons, maintenance of complete, time-
ly and accurate files, maintenance of alternate files adequate for use
in event of destruction of central files, and ioprovement of mobilization
capability.
The Bureau of Naval Weapons is engaged in testing and evaluat-
ing a project known as the Refined Aeronautical Support Program (RASP)
designed to improve the la^terlal support of fleet units through high
)ctober 1960), p. 11.
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speed logistics data c€<3S!msnic®£ii&n8s, improve sehedaling and reduction of
saaterial in the pip@line«o^^ Pilot installations of coiaputers are in
operation at the Naval Air Station, North Island, California, and the
Naval Air Station, Alameda, Calif©!fni«o Th« Naval AcsDounition Depot,
Concord, Callfornl« i» evalnsating prototype electronic data proceissing
systcns for ordftaace setlvltieso
The Bureans of Supplies and Accounts is planning to install a
Uniform Stock Point System computer network between fourteen supply
stock points ranging from Yokosuka, Japan to Newport, Rhode Island.
Under this system, when a ship requests material that is not available
locally, the whole supply network is instantaneously queried as to whether
the material is available. If it is available at another activity, and
the priority warrants it, immediate shipment can be effected, the com-
puters at each activity will be programmed to do all the necessary data
processing including Inventory control, receipt control, issue control,
appropriation accounting, material movement, payroll, cost accounting
and even print the parcel post address labels for affixing to the pack-
age for shipment.
the Navy Finance Center located at Cleveland, Ohio has Installed
a computer to handle 1,000,000 allotment accounts, 100,000 retired pay
accounts and 1,700,000 pay records. Using the new equipment, records
will be updated dally instead of monthly, will reduce processing time,
will give more accurate results and allow retired and retainer pay checks
to be issued in ©me fifth ©f the man hours reqisired when utilizing con-
ventional EAM equipment.
^
4, (January 1961), p. 45,
1
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The b?£tea« ©f Msival Personnel's HaV'-il itoapower Information
SystcM will consist of r?Aj«t" data proceesinig s'fBtems at San Diego,
California^ Pcnssicola, Florida and Koriolk, Viiginia, all linked to
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a computer in Washingtoj^j D« C, One station will serve all the
Atlantic Fleet, one will serve the Pacific Fleet and one will serve
the continental United States,. These stations will collect, main-
tain and process over sixty items of information for each enlisted
person and about two hundred items for each officer. The goals of
the Bureau of Naval Personnel's System are to achieve better and lon-
ger range advance training, faster distribution of personnel, reduc-
tion of the number of people in transit between assignments, better
coordination among commands, the better fitting of a man to a job,
greater personal attention to individual needs and thus higher
morale and a stronger fleet.
While the Navy is installing several logistic and adminis-
trative computer networks, the Air Force is Installing one network
called the Command Logistic Netvjork (COMLOGNET) that will connect
350 air bases, depots and stations around the country and control
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the flow of i»en and material throughout the Air Force. This is
one of the largest data processing systems and has the capacity
to handle seven million punched card requisitions and more than
100,000,000 words daily with each message being processed auto-
matically on a security and priority basis.
^^Navy ManagfeTO@at Review, Vol. V No, 10, (October 1960),
p. 20.
^^Air Force Cotmbat Logistics Network to Handle 100 Million




Tactical Syg terns o One of the most sophisticated military
computer systems im mme today is the Navy Tactical Data System
(NTDS). ^ This system coassisting of conmuiiieatiiaras, data process-
ing and display, will weld sin entire task force into a single defen-
sive unit and will provide the task force commander with a schematic
picture showing the enemy targetSj their type and movements, the
defensive and offensive position of friendly ships and reconmen-
datlons for action. When the ComBander makes his decision - either
the one recommended by NTDS or his own - the system transmits the
appropriate orders to the ship's fire control equipment or to the
aircraft that will make the attacks This equipment is scheduled
to be installed on every major ship of the fleet from DLG up,
NTDS will solve the impossible human task of coping with antici-
pated simultaneous assaults of missiles and aircraft flying at
thousands of miles an hour, and submarines. Active information
coming from radars, sonars, radio. Iff, electronic countermeasure
systems and human sources go into moduler designed data processing
equipment on each ship. Hare the identity, size, location, course
and speed of both friendly and enen^ vehicles are determined. This
information will also be automatically exchanged by communication
link from the computer on one ship to the computer on another ship.
Hiereby, all ships are kept constantly informed of all other ships'
infonDDAtion.
Administrative and logistic programs are now being written
for the AN/USQ 20 ct^ssf^ttster, vii&ieh is the heart of the NTDS system,
••Navy°g Sage f©r the Fleet Opens Market,
Electronics, Vo>lo 33 No. 38, CS^ptemfeer 16^, 1960), ppo 30, 31,
1
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by per®o??nel attached to the Fleet Coiapiister Programning Center,
Pacific at Saa Diego^ California, The writer witnessed the pro-
cessing of sn anitiffe (qtssarter's coniaissaicy transactions of a DLG
including the comp^statl^n oi & quarterly balance sheet in a matter
of minutes tfitilizing the AN/USQ 20« Hie computer has been oper-
ating in parallel with mani^al data processing on the ships. As
expected, the coo^uter has proved more accurate than the ship,
and many times has found errors in inp^st data and computations.
The Air Force has several tactical data systems, one of
the largest of which is the complex SAGE air defense system.
The computer for this system is an extremely large one into which
is fed the flight plans of all aircraft scheduled to fly in the
vicinity of the defense system, reports from observers, weather
reports and radar observations. When an aircraft is detected,
its position, course and speed are compared with all stored plans
to determine if it is a schedssled flight. If not, the target is
transferred to a sector control officer's radar scope and the plane
is tracked until it is intercepted. In the event of many targets
appearing at once, the comp<ister directs the interceptors to the
target.
The Aro^ is also te;3elng and evaluating five BASICPAC tact-
ical field ccsn^usters and >a l«arge scale MDBIDIC compijter.^ These
^^Ho To R©w®, "The IBM C©ai»»Bter AN/FSQ 7 and tho Electronic
Air Defense System SAGE, " Compiaters and Asatomations, Vol 5 No. 9
(September 1956), po 6.
^^"BASICPAC Tactical Field Comptssters, " Fhilco Corporation
Information ji^msal^, Stanley K., Cho®, '"Kife System Organization of
MOBIDIC B, " Proceedingai @f Eastern Joint Computer Conference
,
December 1-3, 1959, po
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eqiaipiaents age »s.diiiia!i siad large siEe resspectively and are housed
in ghelters that can be tr&ngported ©n t two and one half ton
triack or are installed in thirty f©©t trailers. The computers
are capable of being linked into & network and used for weapon
target allocgitionSs, loading plans, cs^rch tablfes^ estiioates of
weather and fall ©«st pattersaSs and reallocation of radio frequen-
cies in the event of enemy janmingo They also perform adminis-
trative data processing tnclwding payroll, general file mainte-
nance, matrix calcylations, data reduction, linear programming,
statistical analysis, complex equations, weapons system analysis
and operations research.
War Gaming and Sicautlation . All services employ war gaming
and simulation techniques utilizing coaq>uters as training devices
and to determine best possible courses of action under varying
circumstances. The Am^, for example, has built a complete model
for determination of transportation of service troops and also
the equipment required under various plans to reduce time and
effort for such planning, to improve the quality of output and
gain the capability to vary assumptions, and to consider alter-
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native courses of action. A typical Air Force game is SAFE,
a strategic air=war planning game concerned with force composition,
^^Martin Wo Brossumn «nd others, Gompmter°Assisted
Strategic Logistic Plamiiag^_Tgaini@portati®n Fha@e»ORO T393
,
Operations Resesirch 0£iice^ John Hopkin® University,
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procuirement strategy^ deployment and operational strategy for an
air war.^*^ The game is used for instructional purposes at the
Uo So Air Force ^cadensy and coveis a siiauilated nine year period,
however, the cosap«at€r eompresses this tinwj into five eight hour
days of game timeo The Navy has comparable models including a
Ship>to>Shore Model, the Einbarkation Model and the recently dev-
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eloped Reembarkation Model. There are many other models avail-
able and more will be created as the need arises.
V. A WORD OF CAUTION
All electronic data processing systems have not met with
the resounding success of the applications Just discussed. There
have been some miserable failures and they were expensive fail-
ures. However, these failures were caused by man and not the
computers themselves. Some activities have procured computers
Just to 'keep up with the Jones". Other activities have procured
computers without a thorough system analysis and redesign of pro-
cedure!S to best utilize electronic data processing. Some managers
installed computers without conditioning the eiiq>loyees, and the
latter made it their business to ensure that the computer couldn't
5^01af Helner and R. E, Bickner, "How to Play SAFE-Book
of Rules of the Strategy and Force Evaluation Core, " RM 2856-PR ,
(Rand Corporation), Noven&er 1961.
5^Paul Go M©de, Jro, "The Reembarkation Model," Technical




do the job^ It must be concluded from these failures that be-
fore installing an electronic data processing system, a careful
system analysis must be performed to ensure that a computer will
do the data processing economically, procedures must be redesigned
as necessary, a computer must be selected that will best perform
the requirements of the activity and personnel must be thor-
oughly conditioned. NTc M. E. Salveson summed this up when he
said
:
Typically, the failures (of con^uters) have not been
due to inadequate or defective equipment. Rather they
have been from inadequate preparation, insufficient under-
standing, or lack of participation by all levels of manage-
ment. 52
VI. SUMMARY
Coiqputers are reaching like an octopus into every facet
of our lives. While people may marvel at the many Jobs which
a computer has been able to perform, this is just the beginning
53
or as Martin H. Weik describes it, "the seed is about to sprout!"
The coiqputer industry is still in its infancy and while the mil-
itary is ahead of civilian industries in operational use of com-
puters, it seriously lags civilian industry in electronic data
processingc Accordingly, the military services must be prepared
52Ho Eo Solveson, "Electronic Computers in Business, " The
Journal of Industrial Engineerin8 » March-April 1958, p. 104.
53Martin Ho Weik, "Computers: Impact 1962." Data Processing
.
Vol. 4 No, 4, (April 1962), p. 33,
WTWiK
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HOW EDP CAN BE USED i\?LOAT
The federal government v-as one of the first activities
to adopt electronic data processing and today is one of the
biggest users of cocq>uters. Over tt.-o-thirds of these cotnputers
are being used by the Department of Defense, laaking the latter
the largest single user of coQi|>uter8.
The purpose of the discussions of the use of electronic
data processing in Industry in the preceding chapter was to
give the reader an insight into how the electronic cotnputer
could be used and then apply some of these techniques to sim-
ilar systems in the military. However, it oust be remembered
that electronic data processing Is In Its Infancy and that
the surface has just been scratched in using it to assist man
in his dally work. Therefore, a conscientious effort must be
made in all planning to make as many routine Jobs as possible
subject to EDP.
I. TOTAL SYSTEM CONCEPT
The question to be answered in this chapter is how EDP
could be used afloat. While the primary aim of this paper
is to determine if EDP is feasible to handle the bulk of the
paperwork of the Supply Department, it soon become evident
that in installing a computer aboard ship for data processing,
it must be made available to all departments. Consec.uently,

CHAPTER III
HOW EDP CAN BE USED i\?LOAT
The federal government v^as one of the first activities
to adopt electronic data processing and today is one of the
biggest users of coiiq>uters. Over t';.x5- thirds of these cotaputers
are being used by the Department of Defense, niaking the latter
the largest single user of computers.
The purpose of the discussions of the use of electronic
data processing in industry in the preceding chapter vas to
give the reader an insight into how the electronic computer
could be used and then apply some of these techniques to sim-
ilar systems in the military. However, it oust be remembered
that electronic data processing is in Its infancy and that
the surface has Just been scratched in using it to assist man
in his daily work* Therefore, a conscientious effort must be
made in all planning to make as many routine Jobs as possible
subject to EDP.
I. TOTAL SYSTEM CONCEPT
The question to be answered in this chapter is how EDP
could be used afloat. While the primary aim of this paper
is to determine if EDP is feasible to handle the bulk of the
paperwork of the Supply Department, it soon become evident
that in installing a computer aboard ship for data processing,









a discussion of ho.j EDP could be used afloat must be based on
a total system concept. Ti-tat Is, the entire shipboard data
processing system must be integrated wherever possible to elim-
inate overlap and duplication leading to wasted effort.
A good example of duplicate data processing is in the
case of a man reporting aboard ship. Notice the paperwork that
this common occurrence generates.
1) He reports to the personnel office for processing.
2) Ke reports to the Chief Master At Arms for pro-
cessing.
3) He reports to the Medical Officer for processing.
4) He reports to the Dental Officer for processing.
5) He reports to the Disbursing Officer for process-
ing.
6) He reports to the officer responsible for the
maintenance of the Watch Quarter and Station Bill.
7) He reports to the Training Officer for processing.
8) He reports to the officer responsible for main-
tenance of the Battle Bill.
9) He reports to the Division Officer for processing.
Under the integrated procedures, the man would report
to one place, the Personnel Office. Here a card would be
made out with all the necessary information contained there-
in. The card would be used to punch a paper tape for input
into the ooiTiputer. The man would be assigned his battle
station, billet number, bunk number, division cleaning sta-












a discussion of hov EBP could be used afloat must be based on
a total systera concept. Tt-mc Is, the entire shipboard data
proceosing system must be integrated wherever possible to elim-
inate overlap and duplication leading to wasted effort.
A good example of duplicate data processing is In the
case of a man reporting aboard ship. Notice the paperwork that
this common occurrence generates.
1) He reports to the personnel office for processing.
2) Ke reports to the Chief Master At Arms for pro-
cessing.
3) He reports to the Medical Officer for processing.
4) He reports to the Dental Officer for processing.
5) He reports to the Disbursing Officer for process-
ing.
6) He reports to the officer responsible for the
maintenance of the Watch Quarter and Station Bill.
7) He reports to the Training Officer for processing,
8) He reports to the officer responsible for naln«
tenance of the Battle Bill.
9) He reports to the Division Officer for processing.
Under the Integrated procedures, the man would report
to one place, the Personnel Office. Here a card would be
made out with all the necessary information contained there-
in. The card would be used to punch a paper tape for Input
into the computer. The man would be assigned his battle
station, billet number, bunk number, division cleaning sta-
tion, liberty ocction, xiratch section, etc. by the program in
«c',/ aiixi
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the computer. All ship's records affected by the reporting
aboard of the man would be corrected Instantaneously. They
would always be current. The computer would print out the
necessary Information about the roan and this would be forwarded
to the appropriate officers for information or action. It Is
quite obvious from this example, and many other similar sit-
uations, that shipboard data processing nust cut across all
organizational lines. It must be Integrated, and it nust be
designed on a total system concept.
II. NAVY WIDE CONCEPT
•
Just as the total system concept should be considered
to Include all data processing within the comnand, the total
system concept should also include all data processing with-
in the Navy or Department of Defense as a whole. With the
installation of the NTDS aboard ships and the technological
advancements in coinmanicatlons, it is reasonable to expect
that in a short time, computers will be talking to each other
and reports or requirements will be submitted by these comoun-
Icatlon links. As was noted in Chapter II, most bureaus and
shore activities are installing computer networks. Possibly
due to oversight or economic reasons, ships have been omitted
from the total Navy system concept. It is absurd, however,
to permit ships' personnel to continue to prepare the ship's
requirements and reports by adding machine and typewriter.
XV U '• i I
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then deliver this Infonaatlon to shore activities v^ere dozens
of clerks would be required to transfer the data to computer
Input format* This Is not only costly but it increases pro>
ceasing time and introduces errors into the process. It is
comparable to pulling a 1962 Cadillac with a horse. In planning
the shipboard system it must be anticipated that the output
will be taken from the ship's computer and transferred directly
to a shore based coflq>uter by connunications link or by mail-
ing a machlneable format. Personal contact should be elimin-
ated wherever possible to prevent the build up of a backlog
at any point in the cycle, and also to prevent any delay in
the processing of requirements or reports. The concept should
anviflon "wonib to tomb" data processing.
III. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
In adapting the shipboard workload to data process-
ing, the current system in use may be initially adapted to
electronic data processing. However, as soon as practical a
conflate analysis of the system and procedures oust be made >
with a view toward changing the entire system so that it is
mora susceptible to efficient EDP. It should be the de-
clared purpose of this analysis to revamp the shipboard systems,
procedures and organization as necessary. As Mr. J. L* Powell
of the Office of the Secretary of Defense pointed out in a
recent speech "if a computer is installed at an activity
-^ iC
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without a complete system analysis, the present red tape just
becomes instant red tape."^^ At the same time, due consider-
ation must be given to "audit trails". Care should be taken
to insure, however, that the auditing problem is not used as
an excuse to preclude the reorienting of shipboard data pro-
cessing and organization to EDP.
IV. COMPONENTS
The basic components of a shipboard electronic data
processing system should consist of the following:
1) One off line card to paper tape and paper tape to
card converter,
2) One paper tape reader and punch.
3) One con^uter.
4) Two Flexowriter type^jriters.
5) TvK> magnetic tape read/write units.
6) One shielded storage cabinet for magnetic tape.
All equipment would be installed in the Data Processing
Center. Input data would be converted from raw information
to tape or cards by personnel from the department or division
originating or requiring the data. In most cases, this would
be data processing personnel under the organization proposed
in Chapter IV. The computer would only be operated by data
"^^Opinion expressed by Mr. J. L. Powell in a speech at





procesoing personnels Under normal operating conditions, trans-
actions for various departments would be accumulated until a
sufficient number were on hand to make a computer run economical,
If there vias an urgent requirement for any particular records,
they loould be updated as often as necessary. It would not be
necessary to accunulate like transactions in a group since the
computer would be able to process mixed transactions. However,
to save con^juter search time it is recommended that file slots
be established for different transactions of each department
and as transactions are received they be filed in the proper
slots. This would batch like transactions. A schedule should
be established for periodic printing out of all data in memory
for each department, according to the degree of activity of
the file and the needs of the department. In the case of the
Supply Department, the fast moving material items should be
placed on a different tape than the slow moving items. The
fast moving item file would be printed out more frequently
than the slow movers.
V. ELIMINATING HUMAN ERROR
To quote the often heard cliche, "to err is human."
The coii9>uter, however, displays uncanny accuracy. Unfortun-
ately, the computer does not reason on its own and if man
introduces absurd inputs into the computer, the latter will
not question the information, but will process the data in
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accordance vith thfi 3tor«d program. These two facts dictate
that every effort be made to eliminate hunjan processing of
the data, thus eliminating human error, and that the accuracy
of Gil input data generated by husaans be verified. This re-
quires that the data processing system include two design fea-
tures: reduction of huiman handling of data to the very mini-
mum and verification of the accuracy of all input data.
Reducing human handling
. To reduce humai. errors, the
information or data to be processed should be transcribed fross
the basic document without himcn handling if possible. For
example, when issuing material from a storeroom, it is recom-
mended that prepunched cards be used into which must be enter-
ed only the quantity. Cash registers should be used that simul-
taneously punch a tape for input into the computer. Once data
has been reduced to machineable input form, under no condition
should it be converted by other than a machine process to other
forms
.
Verifying the accurafcy of input data . Since the com-
puter has no reasoning power, all input data must be carefully
verified in two locations, namely, vjhen it is originally trans-
ferred to machineable format and v:hen it is entered into the
computer. The first verification would be performed by care-
fully verifying the typed copy of the transaction which is pro-
duced by the Flexovrlter at th<e same time the tape is punched.
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For the second verification, the conqputer ehould b-* prograiomed
to check input d«tn whenever possible. For example, the program
should require rejecting the input of an officer's file number
if it were other than six digits. It should also be programoed
to reject any transaction in which the stock number, unit of
issue, nomenclature and price do not agree. Other sophisti-
cated checks should be programmed into the computer to ensure
the accuracy of all inputs. One system is the redundancy check
digit, wherein as the digits are typed, the checker would multi-
ply the digits by their proper weights and accumulate the sum.
The computer would do the same thing and if the sums did not
agree, the input data would be rejected for correction. A sol-
ution to these problems lies in an inexpensive optical reader
which td.ll transfer basic raw data accurately to a machineable
format. There are several nK>del8 on the market today, but their
cost ($130,000) precludes their consideration for shipboard use.
However, the industry is aware of' this problem and a solution
should be forthcoming in the near future.
VI. INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
Careful consideration nmst be given to input and out-
put devices to ensure maximum speed and also maximum possible
accuracy. Many times the two are interrelated and one must
be sacrificed for the other. Usually, this can be precluded
by judicious use of off line equipment. Since input and out-
put by punched card is generally much slower than paper tape
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and magnetic tape, punched cards should not be used as an In-
put or output device V However, to improve the accuracy of the
input or output, it is recomraendcd that off line conversion
of cards to paper tape, and paper tape to cards be performed
by machincc Usually rav; data not already in card form vx>uld
be converted to punched tape by Flexcfrjriter typewriter. All
transactions should be assigned a consecutive nuober and a
transaction code to provide an "audit trail" and a plain lan-
guage copy of all tapes punched should be retained on file for
audit purposes. These same file copies could be used for man-
ual operation in case of computer failure.
VII. AUXILIARY STORAGE
Obvioxisly all the programs required for all data pro-
cessing on a ship and all data to be processed could not be
stored in the core memory storage simultaneously. Accordingly,
under the shipboard concept, both the programs and the data
V70uld have to be stored on magnetic tape reels or magnetic
tape cards. Magnetic tape cards offer an advantage over mag-
netic tape reels in that random access would be available from
the au-:iliary storage, while only sequential storage is avail-
able on the tape. Hence, it would take longer to search a
tape for data than to locate a card,. When processing data for
a parties lai department it would be necessary to first read
the progvara into storage from the magnetic tape and then read
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the data to be tcanipulated into storage. Upon completion of the
procecsing the updated file wuat be removed from storage and
placed back on the tape.
VIII. BACKUP TAPES
To prevent possible damage to magnetic tapes by degaussing
and deperming currents, ships should be provided with shielded
stowage lockers. Ships should retain one spare program tape
at all times, in the event the program on the tape in use is
inadvertently erased. Ships should also retain a backup library
file tape for each tape in use. For example, supply information
should be accumulated until enough transactions are on hand to
warrant a computer run. This would update the library tape
with the latest information. At intervals of every two weeks,
the contents of all tapes should be duplicated on two other
tapes. One set of tapes would be packaged and mailed to the
nearest Fleet Computer Programning Center with a plain language
print out of the tapes. The purpose of the print outs is to
permit the Fleet Cooqputer Programming Center to reproduce the
tape if it is damaged in shipment. The second tape should be
stored on board in case the tape in use is inadvertently erased.
By using this backup tape and the paper tape inputs subsequent
to that date, it would be possible to update the file tape if
necessary.
Keeping the aforementioned concepts in mind, the actual
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EDP .^ppllc'itiouo of: tixc.h shipboard doparcmenf: will be discussed
in the folloidng paragraphs,
T.X. SUPPLY DEPAJniiSNT
It has been proved thet Stspply Department data process-
ing can be adapted to EDP since sir^lar supply proc^sdures
•«;hir.h ar* used ashore have already been successfully addpted
to computer processing. Also, as v?as mentioned earlier, per-
sonnel at the Fleet Computer Prograt»«iing Center, Pacific, have
prograramed and rvm shipboard cotmiisaary, jrreneral stores and
repair parts programs on the M/USQ 20 computer. The follow-
ing paragraphs describe how the shipboard Supply Department
administrative uorkloed could be adapted to EDP utilizing
current shipboard techniques. Obviously, when a computer is
actually installed, changes should be made in the organization,
procedures and regulations in order to best utilize the computer
and to increase the overall effectiveness of the Supply Depart-
ment. For simplicity the Supply Department operation has been
broken down into the following discussion areas: Requisition-
ing and Accounting, Inventory Control, Commissary, Disbursing,
Ship's Store and Clothing and Small Stores, Allowance List
Maintenance and Equipage.
Requisitioning and Accounting , When funds are granted
to the counand, a transaction card (local form) and paper tape
would be simultaneously typed and punched using a Flexowriter.
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Tlhe dociitnentJ) would contain all the necessary data to completely
describe thi transacticm in<^luding transaction coda, transaction
nuraber, docuoent nwsjber, authority, ajnount, type of transaction,
accounting data (includins aiaount budgeted to each department.)
This information would then be entered into the computer memory
(initially core storage and later transferred to magnetic tape.)
Re<^ul8itioning ix)uld be perfocued by simultaneously
punching a paper tape and a transaction card. Ttiese docusiients
would contain & transaction code, transaction nujaber, date,
requisition number, quantity, stock number, nomenclature, unit
of issue, unit price, extension, departmental code and approp-
riate accounting inforraation. On the basis of this input, the
oblijjation of funds would be established and all information
no'7 containi^d in the re^iuisition log and stock record cards
vould be entered on the tape. If a stock record card had not
already been included in the auxiliary memory tape, this input
would establish one. The output tape vould then be run through
the Flexo\<rritcr to create a plain language copy of the requis-
ition. The five channel, coded paper tape would then be mailed
or transmitted by radio teletype to the appropriate supply
activity and the plain language copy of the requisition would
be filed with the original request document. The paper tape
requisition would contain all the information requir'ed by cur-
rent requisitioning procedures.
Upon receipt of material, the EAM card accoii^anying the
!
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material vrould be used to ptinch a tape which would then be
entered into the coc^uter to record the receipt in the requis-
ition log and in the stock record card section of the memory
tape.
Upon receipt of the cionthly sunmary, the infonaation
on the attached EAM cards vx>uld be transferred to paper tape
and entered in the computer to clear the obligation and re-
cord the actual charge to the ship's allotment and the depart-
mental budget. It would also close the entry in the requis-
ition log. If the price or any other identification media
differs from the information in the file, the console typewriter
would so advise the operator.
Whenever information regarding the departmental budget,
status of the allotment, requisition log or the status of an
Individual requisition was desired, the computer would print
out the information upon request. However, in order to save
time, this Information should not be requested unless necessary,
as bi-monthly print outs would produce this Information auto-
matically.
lAien stock number changes, price changes or similar
information is received, it would be converted to paper tape
If not already in that format and entered into the computer,
instantly updating all stock records. However, the program
should provide for the retention of the old information for
reference. Then in the event that material was ordered or
<
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received under the old descriptive data, the computer con-
sole typewriter would draw the operator's attention to the
error.
If it is desired to replenish the stock to a three
months endurance level, the con^uter could be progranmed to
issue the deficiency requisitions in tape format. If funds
vere not available to cover all requirements, the cooqputer
could be programmed to cut down stock levels to a lower endur-
ance level. This could be accomplished in a matter of minutes.
The installation of the conq^uter would make it possible
for the Commanding Officer and Supply Officer to accurately
control the ship's expenditures by getting statistical analyses
of all types. For example, it could produce a listing of all
paint issued to each department by cost, quantity, or type.
It could produce a summary of all material of a particular
type requisitioned by a department, all requisitions costing
more than $5.00, or any other analysis desired.
After converting the requisitioning and accounting pro-
cesses to the computer, the only tasks that would be required
of office storekeepers would be transferring raw data to tape
and filing the plain language copies of the tapes.
Inventory Control . Inventory control of all cogni-
zances of material stocked by the Supply Department would be
maintained on the magnetic tape auxiliary storage. The tapes
would be divided into slow movers or fast movers, irrespective
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of cognizances, to preclude; excessive searching for items.
The best time co establish inventory control tapes would be after
completion of a supply overhaul. Each item stocked would have
the following information recorded Im the inventory control
tape: stock «a'ah*»r, brief nomenclar'tfre. component identifi-
cation nuraibcr, allo'.^nce quantity, unit of issue, unit price,
quantity os hand, qua:>tity on order, and hi-stoiry of transactions
to date.
ISEsies from the storerooas vould be veported on pre-
punched cards giving <?.ll degcriptivfe info tiTsation necessary.
Upon issue, it would orily be necessery to punch in the quan-
tity issued, the depcrtfcent or division and the consecutive
transaction nuoibar using a portable punchint? d-svica.. Issue
docuTijei'its v'ould be foiverded to the Data Processing Center
daily ^^hcre they T?ciuld he hatched and converted to paper tape
by off line card £o taps punch. The coroputar run would update
the stock records and Che ship's budget accounts.
If an issue causas the Jstock on hand to drop below a
specified low level, th^i computer ^jould so inuicatt; on the
console typewriter and ^/ould also produce .a requisition on
tape and establish the obligation. If stock levels remained
satisfactory, the computer would just record the transaction.
This is the manageiaent by exception" principle of the com-
puter which relieves the Supply Officer and Supply Depart-
ment personnel of the necessity of raanually reviewing stock
levels frequently.,
If it vere desired to perform an inventory, the cocq>uter
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could produc<^ a tape vhlcU in turn vould produce the inventory
cards. The quantity inventoried would be punched in the cards.
Upon completion, the cards ^^wld be transferred to tape and
entered into the coraputer. Stock records t-jould be updated and
significant differences calculated and printed out by the con-
sole typevnriter. The Supply Officer would thus be aware of
the status of the department and the effectiveness of the in-
ventory control procedures. If the Supply Officer only desired
to inventory those items that had been issued during the last
six months, the computer could produce these cards.
The con^uter could also be programmed to correct the
low limits of the stock on the basis of issues. In this manner,
the con^uter would not only insure that items in short supply
were ordered promptly but would also adjust Iot; limits in accord-
ance v;ith demands.
Kl\cn material that v;as not stocked v;as required, a tape
refjuisition would be prepared on the Flexoviriter simultaneously
vTith a transaction oaicd. \4hen this tape was entered into the
computer it would establish stock records for this item and
if repeated demand occurs, would calculate the stock level that
should be maintainod and would advise the Supply Officer of
these facts on tha console typewriter.
The only inventory control records maintained by the
Supply Department personnel would be the duplicate transaction
file and file of periodic print outs.
Coranissarv v^jcords. Subsistence items v^ould be
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requisitioned in the same manner as general stores iteras ex-
cept that they v;ould be charged to the proper appropriation.
Inventory would also be performed in the same inanner &q gener-
al stores and repair parts. Standard menu items and the quant-
ity of each Item required to prepare the menu for the various
number of persons that the ship could be expected to serve
would be programjaed into the computer giving stock number,
nomenclature, unit of issue and price. VJhen the menu had been
approved for the week, each item on the menu would be punched
in a paper tape and entered into the computer. It -.^uld then
compute the quantity of each item that should be drawn each
day to support the menu. This tape could then be used to
punch a stub requisition which would be used to draw the sub-
sistence items each day. The computer would also tell the
Supply Officer, in advance, the cost of the daily ration for
each day of the week and the accumulated average cost to date.
After issue, the stub requisition would be returned to the
Data Processing Center for processing as an actual expenditure.
If the quantity initially calculated by the computer had to
be altered, a new stub requisition would be punched and the
running average corrected accordingly. Other transactions
such as surveys, issues, sales to other messes, cash sales,
and similar would initially be handled by a stub requisition
or receipt expenditure invoice and would subsequently be con-
verted to punched tape for input into the computer. All trans-




so that at Lhc end of th*' accounting period the computer would
instantly cotv^uta tlui comaaissary returns. Tlic computer could
also print out it^ventory sheets for the periodic inventory and
perforra all the necessary computations.
The computer would maintain stock levels in the pro-
per range and would be capable of giving the Supply Officer
statistical analyses of actual consumption of individual sub-
sistence items so that the endurance of the ship could be
ma:<:imized with the proper ratio of the subsistence items
that the particular ship uses.
Disbursing . Payroll computation was one of the first
applications of EDP in industry and the military services
were also quick to apply payroll to EDP. The Navy Finance
Center, Cleveland, Ohio is using coc^>uters to calculate pay
and there is no reason why any other command could not per-
form this operation. Basically, each entry on the pay record
for each person would be placed in nutgnetic tape memory. All
routine transactions affecting pay would be converted to tape
and entered into the computer. At each pay day, or at other
times when required, the computer would compute the pay of any
or all persons on the ship, punch the amount due on paper tape
and this paper tape could be run through the Flexowriter to
automatically print the payroll. Special precautions must be
taken, however, to ensure that "audit trails" provided meet
the requirements of the Comptroller of the Navy.
i
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Shlp'g Store aad Clothin;^ and Sisfill Stoves. Requisi-
tioning, accotjRCins and inventory control of rajtcrial carried
in Ship's Storfe and Clothing and Sraall Stores could be per-
forated in a thinner simil^ir to the procedures already dis-
cussed for these functions, Purchase order© and dealers'
bills could be handled in a manner slrailar to requisitions
with modifications to record the actual payrsent of the
dealer. Tfaasfers from the bulk storeroom to the issue
storeroom would be nade on a prepunched card eo that only
the quantity T/ould be punched Into the card at the ti«e of
transfer. This card could then be converted into a punched
tape to provide an input into the computer so that it xiould
maintain running inventories of material in the bulk store-
room or of ijpaterial issued to various activitieg. llienever
possible, cash registers v;hich also record sales on punched
tape should be used in the retail activities. By appropri-
ately coding classes of items such as tobaccos, sundries,
leather goods and uniform accessories, the computer v.'ould
not only be able to maintain the current status of ships
service activity sales, but would also reveal which classes
of items were or were not selling. All transactions that
affect balance sheet captions would be accumulated, so that
at any time the status of the Ship's Store and Clothing and
Small Stores account could be printed outo The coni^uter
would also be able to print out inventory sheets and cards
for the periodic inventory and perform all the necessary
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coK^^'UtatioTSE?, It could also be prograinaed to comptiitc selling
prices tov new it'fjws or adjust prlcas ©n old itesas as desir&d
by the Supply Officer,
Alloi'ance List Maintenance ,. The ship's complete allow-
ance list ^wuld be stored in the auKiliary Biemory. Accord-
ingly, chfinges In identification media and allovances of it&ms
could be rapidly niade and the ship's allovance vx)uld alnays
be current. Llket;ise, tablt^s of substitute stock nuabers
and superceded stock numbers would be retained in auxiliary
storage so that rapid conversions could be made if deelrcd.
These tables vvould be especially useful if a ship had an emer-
gency requirement for an item and desired to determine if a
substitute, superceded or replacement item was available.
Equipage . A record of all equipage items would be
placed in auxiliary memory. This would permit the records
to be updated for stock number changes, Inventory, survey
and procurement action. It r;t>uld also permit the lEsaediate
calculation of shortages and would permit scheduling inven-
tories
.
Supply Department sunr^iary . The introduction of a
computer and shipboard SDP -^xjuld permit tlie Supply Depart-
ment to process ail routine data by computer. This loould
have the following effect on Supply Department personnel,
1) Office records V All office records vfould be
adapted to electronic data processing and the only duties
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rcioalning would be the filing of transsaction records and req-
uisitions Bvid converting raw data to punched tape. This would
v^liiainate stock control personnel, recuisition desk personnel
and allotment and budget ©alnccnanee personnel. Correspondence
vjould still raquira iiai&nual handling.
2) Storeroom personnel. The duties of storeroom per-
sonnel vK>uld be reduced to u^intenance of storerooms and receipt
and issue of material. It is recommended that all fast moving
items (items with allowance of three or more or history of three
or more issues vjlchin a two year period) be stored in one store-
room. This would minimize maintenance and expedite issue of
material. This vA'>uld also permit a reduction of some storeroom
personnel.
3) Disbursing personnel. The duties of disbursing
personnel Tvould be reduced to transferring raw data to punched
tape, handling particularly unusual transactions, and phys-
ically assisting with payment of the crev;. Accordingly, it
is estimated that one disbursing clerk could be eliminated
for every five hundred pay records maintained, except that a
minimum of one must be retained on board.
4) Commissary, Ship's Store and Clothing and Small
Stores. Since only the records of these divisions will be
affected by shipboard EDP, only personnel engaged in the actual
SS^any type cotnmanders and sjpply overhaul activities
classify items with an allowance o^ three or store or with a




pvoe%iQ»i.nr, of vacor^^-x could be cllimlnctfi*^.
5) '"'->ixii>Z:*i:. end /vUovanr^- List. Sirtcc all iS'j.uipago
r«»cord£- an^J allovancu lists >o«ld hv aechantzed, all pci'-
otinwel j>ft:rforv:tln^ these fuactlcis coulr! ha ellnin-nted,
Li«tf'd btilcn; is a fi«iaK*ar/ of etiltste'd t'trsorinel tbat
could be eliminated when EDP Is fully isnplecoentcd in the
Supply Oftpartroeni: afloat. These nuubers are mlnlinu.'ns and
are actually understated since they dv» not take Into con-
sideration reductions in services^ hahltability» living






















All personnel records would be handled by electronic
data processing. In fact, all personnel information and
data coming to the ship from shore activities or going from
the ship to shore activities would be In machlneable format.
This would preclude the necessity of conversion of data to
machine Input format both afloat and ashore. The personnel
records and leave record of each person would be maintained
Ii
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pi^'^jiinvii; Ion,, Jet^'-ciiDrC'nt aii»i &f nUa'f ^ct:'''iniS' '^KJ'uild ^e con/erteJ
to pi!i''tc)''i^;d t^ It for • ti.try Int'^i rh'i coa^-ytt, 'Ttn f.^mv ii)L'T>ut
irtf-'^f^'iAtio I vTul^ a1,>>»o '*>t la^td f«*t ot!iwt ^juifj-'os^es such as dl.€-
bui'stn^, training records. Watch Quarter and Station Bill assl^^n-
ment, medical and dental racoEds, Division officers "ould be
furnished print oAb of ncrsonael in their division. Tlis sys-
t'.£m would also prov de the cooKand with a lacans of rapidly det^r-
mining information or statistics within the coomand. For exaiaple,
rather than have personnel manually search the records of the
entire crew, the computer could print out in seconds lists of
all men with specified periods of service, men whose enlist-
ment expires within a certain period, men who have b n aboard
a certain period, men who have fore gn language ability, men
v^ho have certain technical ualiflcations, etc. The computer
could also maintain leave schedules and other administrative
r cords. Routine and when occurring reports pertaining to
personnel would be produced on punched tape and mailed in this
form to the appropriate activity. Consequently even though
the bulk of the personnel and personnel functions could be
eliminated, the command would have better personnel records
and information than Is now available.
XI, SHIP'S OFFICE
The shipboard cois;»uter would prove very useful as a
data retrieval device. When official mall was received for
I
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the ship, c«ai;>l«^te ideat f fi>r.4Jti©a iaforiMtion and fhree or
iijut key \fOtds which describe the subject » tine file location
and the shipboard rowting it-tinsld be pwached on pap^at' tape?.
This iifliformatiopi woiuildl then be placed in file nejssary. Tlie
coiapuster "v^yld be pufograEsaed to tell if correspondence with
the particialar key words hM been misr^iyitedo It v-o^ld also
be able t© give & listing ©f all correspondence received under
any particular key woird^ Accordingly, if all references on a
particislar subject were needed, the c©iH|mter would be inter-
rogated ijssing the key words, A list of all references per-
taining to the key word woyld be produced. The computer could
also be programmed to print shore patrol lists^ liberty lists,
and tnailing lists. It cowld prove very ssaeful in producing
the plan of the day, far if various events were scheduled
and entered in the consputer by date, it would print out all
events scheduled for a particular date without further notifi-
cation.
XI I o MEDICAL AND DE1«TAL DEPARTMENTS
The requisitioning* accotinting, inventory control and
inventory of medical and dental supplies a«d lafflterial would
be performed in ©Kaetly the smm laanner ai other shipboard
materi®l« Likewise 9 aaedical and dental records v?ould be
handled in the same usanner as personnel records. The com-
puter could Sils® be progrsffiased to schedual© dental appointments.
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annual x-rays, innoculatlon sche^uhsu and similar routine
medical and dental functions. When tbe Medical Officer placed
a man on tbe sick list, a paper tape would be punched giving
all the appropriate information. This input would then be
used to print a daily sick list, and tnake a sicoul taneous entry
in the man's health record. The coiiq>uter would also be inval-
uable in accumulating statistics on the medical experience of
the crew.
The computer could also be used to diagnose maladies
on the basis of the syn^>toms observed. These synqptoms would
be entered into the coiq>uter. The coiiq;>uter would match these
syiqptoms with a stored program which related different di-
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seases to symptoms. The output would be a list of diseases
that would be indicated by the symptoms noted and instructions
on what further tests to make. This system would be parti-
cularly useful on smaller ships which do not have Medical
Officers attached.
XIII. ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
The use of shipboard electronic data processing would
permit the Engineering Department to accumulate necessary
information that was never before possible. The machinery
^^obert S. Ladley, Lee Blusted, "Coc?)uters in Medical




hintoty of «?ach pieca of jMchiat'ry iniitalled Qn the ship
M'-:»aldl be ^.Idiccd in mstgn^xiG tsspe storage-. All tftformation
t>ertainlng to a pAEticwlar piece of iin^-chlner-/ including
hours in ysCj, ho\yjrs aoavailable, cost of inaintcnancti, man
hours of maintenance required and similar inforomtion would
be recorded. This womM permit the Engineering Officer to
accarately evaluate the engineering plants Preventive main-
tenance requirements f©r each piece @f equipment would be
placed in memory and the con^uter would schedule the main-
tenance and report progress and any backlogs » Likewise, job
orders for other departments would be placed in memory and
scheduled in accordance with a priority assigned each Jobo
Costs and man hours as well as productive time of individual
repair personnel ^jould also be accumulated o Daily operat-
ing Information and consunq^tion figures would be entered into
the coiiq>uter, total accun^lated and the monthly summary auto-
matically computed o Shipyard and tender repair jobs would
be written up as the necessity became apparent and printed
out by computer when the ship was notified to submit work
lists» Boat and vehicle history and cost records would be
maintained by computer as would blue print indexes. Obviously,
the coti^uter could ssve the Engineering Department many office
personnel and allow technical personnel more productive time.
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XIV. GUmi£RY OR DECK DEPARTMENT
The history record of each piece of gunnery equipment
and each compartment on the ship would be maintained in mag-
netic tape storage. Preventive maintenance required for each
item wo^ld also be placed in meiaory and the computer would
schedule preventive maintenance. Any repairs, inspections
or maintenance performed on any compartment or equipment
would be converted to a punched tape and entered Into the
computer auxiliary memory. This input Information would con-
tain such information as date, work performed, persons per-
forming work, cost of oaterial and similar information. A
record of cleaning gear issued to divisions and departments
could also be entered in memory. Ammunition inventory records
would be maintained in the same manner as Supply Department
material. With this information in the coiq>uter, the Gunnery
Officer and/or First Lieutenant could be quickly furnished
with statistical data necessary to manage and control the res-
pective department effectively. In addition the tedious job
of maintaining ordnance history records, and current ship's
maintenance project records v/ould be reduced to simply punch-
ing a paper tape with the necessary information.
XV. COJftfflJNICATIONS
The computer woiuild be used to maintain inventories of
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regisfeesed pcfe'ltcdtiops liRcluding c4]!seo4ii*.B&, ct'-anges made
and chjen^es pteadits.^o It ^«;©uld ©eheditli;! the. pfftsventive is^ln-
tenance of conjEMiniic&tluin BnS electronic esiwilpiaitent, fiialntaln
the history of each e rj^ipment inc leading the hours in use and
the cost of repalrso It would also be used to maintain the
ship's current listing of telephone nimbers and would be used
to maintain a file ©f all messages received by the ship.
XVI o NAVIGATION
The computer would be programmed to instantly solve
the Navigator's celestial observations, and it would also be
used to maintain the inventory of charts and the corrections
that apply to each chart.
XVII. REPAIR AND AVIATION DEPARTMENT
The conq>uter would perform data processing for the re-
pair and aviation departments in a manner similar to the same
tasks performed for other ship's departments
o
XVIII. TRAINING
The ship's training program and personnel training
records vwyld be placed In auxiliary mt^oiDry in the computer.
The con^uter could their* produce daily training schedules,
report prograsES that are behind schedule, and permit rapid
correction and iuipdatlng of the vaifl®igig programs. Personnel
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trainins ri-cords could very easily be maintained current by
simple punching a tape input for personnel cocipleting courses,
clusst^s ox practical factors. Hie con^uter could also be used
to actually run war gardes, battle problems and danage control
drills.
XIX. OFFICERS AND CPO MESS RECORDS
The most troublesome records to maintain properly a-
board ship are the records of the private messes. This is
primarily due to the unfamiliarity of the respective treasurers
with mess records and accounting. The private mess records
would be consolidated and adapted to electronic data process-
ing. This would eliminate the work Involved in maintaining
these mess records and insure that they were always correct.
XX, LANGUAGE TRANSLATION
When visiting in foreign countries there would be
many occasions when It would be desirable to translate official
ship's history and programs into a foreign language. If the
ship were provided a magnetic tape to translate English to for-
eign languages this could be very easily acconqplished. The
material to be translated would be punched into paper tape.
The computer output would be the translation which would be




The conp^ter c««ld be i^efy smecesstfully ^naployed by
an CTAbarked staff in operations reseat*ch and feasibility
studies. It could prove invaluable in planning and execut-
ing air sorties, ship to shore movements, search patterns
and similar exercises including probability and siimilation
with large amounts of data and many variables. For example,
a complete ship to shore model could be built, prograxnaed
and placed on magnetic tape. I^e command planning a landing
would then enter into the coiqputer various variables includ-
ing number of personnel, tanks and artillery involved and
the coiiq>uter would automatically cooqpute the logistic re-
quirements for the operation. Models could also be pro-
vided for similar military operations and for war games for
use in training staff personnel.
XXII. GENERAL QUARTERS USE
The computer would prove invaluable during General
Quarters by making damage control information instantly
available to repair personnelo The information would in-
clude all circuits, steam, water and oil cutouts that must
be secured in the event of fire or flooding for each coiapart-
ment of the shipo It woiiald also provide a listing of com-
partments which should be cowBterflooded in event any com-
partment or compartments were flooded;, information on the
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quickest means of dewatcrlng a compatcment and the locations
of the nearer t portable pumps, tools, shoring, sprinkling sys-
tems, and magazines.
XXIII. SUMMARY
It must be concluded that at least seventy-five per
cent of the data processing vm>rkload afloat could be performed
by a computer. It must also be concluded that the computer
could do the processing more accurately and more quickly and
could perform tasks that are not possible under the present
manual methods. It would permit large reductions of personnel




C^ TOE COMPUTER AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
BE ACCOMMODATED ABOARD SHIP?
Chapter III Indicatesi the alnest inexhaustible num-
ber of applications of the coisi>uter to shipboard data pro-
cessing. Hence it is established that electronic data pro-
cessing can be effectively used afloat o The next question,
and the most important question, is whether the computer
and its peripheral equipment can be acconxoodated aboard
ship. This is a difficult question t© answer and in deter-
mining the answer there are many aspects which must be con-
sidered. In the following paragraphs each of the following
considerations are discussed 2 physical size, air condition-
ing requirements, cost, maintenance, programming procedures,
psychological aspects, training requirements and organization-
al changes.
I. PHYSICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The trend in computers and peripheral equipment is to-
ward SDMiller, lighter, more reliable components with lower
power requirements and ability to operate at normal temper-
ature ranges Thws there is no question but what the com-
puter of the fmttsre will find its place aboard ship. The
question is can they be placed aboard ship today. Some of
the characteristics that smst be considered before concluding
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that a computer can be Installed on a naval vessel are dis-
cussed below.
Size and Weight . The size and weight of the type of
computer suitable for shipboard installation is no problem.
The large scale, general purpose computer AN/USQ 20 that is
being Installed on all major Navy ships, weighs 2300 pounds
and is only 33" deep x 37" wide x 72" high.^^ This is the
approximate size of the usual household 8 cubic foot refrig-
erator. Its primary power is provided by a 60 cycle input,
400 cycle output motor alternator. The diode and transistor
circuitry only require 2500 watts. Another suitable shipboard
computer, the AN/UYKl is only 16" deep, 20" wide and 59" high
58
with a total weight of 550 pounds. This computer is less
than half the size of the AN/USQ 20.
Peripheral equipment that would have to be accommodated
would consist of the following:
Two magnetic tape handlers,
each 30x24x60, weight 1400
pounds









Paul Conlin, "Combat Computer, " Armed Forces Manage-
ment , Vol. 7 No. 10, (July 1961), p. 15.
SSThompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc., AN/UYK 1 Computer
Description
. , p. 23.
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One shielded tape cabinet
Two Plexowriters (slightly
larger than an electric
typewriter)
One off line tape to card









To give the reader an idea of sizes of equipments in-
volved, the computer is comparable to a normal household re-
frigerator, each magnetic tape unit, the size of a public
telephone booth, and the paper tape punch and reader is the
size of a four drawer legal file cabinet, as is the tape to
card and card to tape converter. So the computer center
vx>uld contain equipment comparable to three file cabinets,
one refrigerator and two telephone booths, plus two desks
with electric typewriters. Obviously, these will fit in al-
most any compartment aboard ship.
In connection with size trends of cotq>uters, it is
interesting to note that the AN/USQ 20 which takes up nine
square feet of floor space has the equivalent workload cap-
ability of two UNIVAC 1103 computers, each of which takes
59
up 1400 square feet of floor space. It is also interest-
ing to note what the manufacturers predict in the size of





Compiutets, by 1980, will probably be quite different
from today '.So Storage and processing units as poxverful
AS today's largest may be the size of a television set,
perhaps snsallero^^
It is also appropriate to note that at the Western
Joint CoBiputer Conference in l^y 1960, MTo John M. Salzer,
Director Intelleetronics Laboratories, Ramo Wooldridge, Canoga
Park, California stated that
From oyr brief review of things to come, we can
conclude without a doubt that the advances in our
technology will be startling and indeed they seem un-
limited „ Computers will be small enough to become
vastly niore useful in many new applications, and power-
ful enough to perform almost any tasko^^
We can thus conclude that size is no problem now and
will be no problem in the fttti&re.
Shock Resistance , The use of solid state circuitry
makes it practicable to design a computer that is completely
shock resistant and unaffected by the motions of the ship.
However, all commercial computers are not shock resistant
and this requirement would have to be specified in any pro-
curement action.
^^International Business Machines Corporation,
General Information Manual , (White Plains, New York, 1960),
p. llo
^^John Mo Salzer, "Data Processing-What Next?", Pro -





The -adveuiit i.«f sswlid stcate comvwterjs ysins diode and
ti'an&istci ^.ii'C'tuitiey h®s reduced the power required by the
computer to the point where air conditioning is not required.
The laost critical conipoiscnt to tenq)eratnsre change is the mag-
netic core storage, biav recent technical papers report that
cores have new beer* Sttcc«?ssfylly operated over temperature
ranges of -55®C to 125 C. Some sMnwfactwrers have built
air conditioners into their cosaputers and these require no
additional air conditioning, but they do require a water
source. Another technique that manufacturers are using is
to design computers to operate at elevated temperatures.
Then the requirement is to maintain the heat in the com-
puter center rather than air condition the space. This tech-
nique was employed in the Navy's newest largest con^uter, the
LARC, which is installed at the David Taylor llodel Basin,
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Washington, Do C. The AN/UYK 1 computer which is suit-
able for shipboard uskj is designed to operate at temperatures
^2r, So Weisz and M. Rosenberg, Wide Temperature
Range Coincident Cwrrent Core Memories, " Proceedings of the
Western Joint Conputer Conference , Vol 19 (May 9-11, 1961),
p» 207
^^Arthur F. Draper, "CompiuterSs, " Sperryscope. Vol. 15
No, 10, (Third Quarter 1961), p. 19o
1
u^oi^ets |., j,^ jjQ ^^^ condition
ing vom^ be r.,.^,,d for tht. o.^p«r.^,
Ho'....e., th... ar. factor, other th.n the coniputer to
consider ^*ifen detcrsaining ^ h&th^r «Mi
...hethet a i:m-^mtet renter ahould be
air conditioned. P^batly the »>«t cltlcal device In a data
processing
,,«,«„ ,, ,,, ^^„^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^
of dust m the ,,«de, ^, alter the readm,
.nd Introduce an
error In the co-puter. Con^uters aro dealsned to pick up this
error, however it stlU occurs an. sUx. the processlns. Other
aif«cultle« occur in the handling ot puncl.e. cards and punched
tape „„d« hu^ld ccdu.ons. or after the ta.e and cards have
been stored i„ hlsH
....idlty spaces «
.i,,, ,.,„, ,, ,,, ^,^
efficient tapo units require air conditionlnj.
Consequently, although co,nputer, of the future win „ot
require aJr coe^^itifMnir*-^ < 4. s- nd tioning, it is recommenced t; at the coniputer
center be air conditioned In order to obtain ««^^IX vtuc CO O optimum operating
conditions.
III. COSTS
costs are deceptive to say the least. It has been a
co^n error In the past to underestimate costs and overestimate








savings . hen detettaintng whether to install a coraputcr or not.
This is partially cawsed by the fact that people fail to in-
clude thfc costs of pei'irthoral ermipiraent which is usually equal
to the cost uf the cowpiatar, that uxjre uses are found for the
computer than originally planned and the fact that resistance
to change or suspicion and distrnist prevent the total surrender
of all data processing to the computer c Accordingly, vrhen cal-
culating costs and savings, the writer will be very, very con-
servative, will Include all possible costs, using the cost that
would apply to a govcraraent activity buying one of a kind in
equipment. Actually, many manufacturers that the wiiter con-
tacted indicated iciductions up to thirty percent if lots of 20
computers were purchased. Therefore, the net costs discussed
are actually maKic<um costs rather than mininuvAS.
The appendix gives the breakdown of soma typical com-
puter systems available today that in the writer's opinion
would perform tlsc job desired. These are not ultra sophis-
ticated systcr s but unquestionably would produce the desired
results, (Note, however, that none of these systems are
reccciraei^.ded for installation for reasons that will be discussed
in Chapter V„) TIte absolute maaeimaHB cost per installation
would be $3008000.00 and the minimum costs without quantity
^^"Mt Original Tatsets Missed,'' Navy Management Review .
Vol. 5 Itoo 10, October 1960, p, 8,
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discoiiirstiS vorald .sieiouinit t"S ^lO^gOOOcOO per installatione
Captain J, Garrett, ySN has tmde an extensive study
in the ar^a oif the shlpboArd miatining problem and new tech-
nology » Quoted beluv; is Captaim Gaerett's coaq>utat£on of
savings created by the reduction of on-board count of officers
and enlisted men»
Some o£ the savings that could be achieved by the
reduction of the on-board cownt of officers and en-
listed men by one, for the 20-year life of a ship, are
indicated by the table that followSo These estimates
are based on 1960 vage and equipment costs and not the
escalating costs that might be anticipated.
Shipboard Manning Costs <(20-Year Ship Life)
Per Officer Per Man
Pay and allowances $130,000 $ 90,000
Training and travel am©rtization 60,000 20,000
Retirement annuity 13,000 9,000
Habitability space 6,750 2,700
Habitability equipment 2,250 800
$212,000 $122,500
Additional savings resulting from reductions in re-
quirements for howse-cleaning, stores handling, personnel
administration, personal safety equipment and personnel
access provisions have not been included in these es-
timates»^^
Assuming that the average Navy ship is ten years old,
the costs derived by Captain Garrett for & twenty year per-
iod will be red>tficed by ©ne halfo Then the savings that
\40uld be experienced by the redissction ®f ©ne officer or one
^^Captain J, Garrett, "N«w Techn©l©gy and the Shipboard
Manning Problem/' Naval Regfe&geh Reviews, October 1960, pp. 2, 3,
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enlisted tsan itom eh-^ om-tefirJ ccvyat vonsld a?3ioynt to $106,000
or $61,000 respectively However, industry has found that
for every three persons displaced by electronic data process-
ing, one petsoji wast be added to operate and maintain the
equipment. t,^ile it is expected that in the case of the Navy,
the bylk of the personnel required to operate and maintain
the compMt*?r wowld be obtained by training personnel on board,
for the piarposes of conservatism, it will be assumed that
the one for three average experienced in industry would also
prevail in the Navyo Th'4£S the savings experienced for a de-
crease of one officer or one enlisted person wo^ld be further
reduced by one third to $71,000.00 and $41,000.00 respect-
ively in order to compensate for computer operating and main-
tenance personnel added to the on-board con^lement or to
support activities.
Table I shows the combinations of the number of offi-
cers and/or enlisted personnel that would have to be reduced
from the on-board count to realize savings in the $105,000
to $300,000 dollar range. Assuming that a system costing
$300,000 is selected, the system will more than pay for it-
self if it will replace 2 officers aad 4 enlisted men, or 1
officer and 6 onlisted^ ©r 8 enlistedo It is to be eiiq>has-
ized, however, that these figures are based on the very minimum
savings to be expected compared with the iMxisMiiffl current costs
of equipmefaft. Since comptLsters are becoming lajore sophisticated
\
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each day, each r^ew fm>'1fl will bi!, capable of perforcilng raore
tasks thy® creating greater savifs^^s in the fwtsaireo Likewise
the cost trend in coiapttters and equipment is very decidedly
downwardo In factj ArthniiS' F. Draper j Remington Rand Univac
Division Marketing E>i;ecistlve in a recent article iStnted that
"the possibilities of ftstusre rediacti®n of cosqputer size and
cost tend t© staggei' the imaginationo"
Since the wages of roan keep rising and computer costs
are decreasing, it can be expected that even less personnel
vrovild have to be reduced from the on»board cownt in the fut-
ure in order to realize net savings
»
A review of the tasks enumerated in Chapter III that
can be performed by the coaapwter reveals that in any ship
with the personnel allowance of a destroyer or greater there
would be no problem effecting a reduction of personnel suffic-
ient to compensate for the Installation costs of the coQq>uter.
On ships with personnel allowances l^rg^r than a destroyer
great savings could be realized, and on ships having fewer
personnel than destroyers, such as an LST, only minor reduc-
tions In personnel could be effectedo However^ the greater
savings on the larger ships wo'tald more than pay for net costs
experienced on smaller ships » Onder any condition, any plans
^^Arthwr Fc Dfaper^ "Comptisters^Some History and Back*
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for installation of data processing on ships should not
nP2l*=='Ct the SMicaller ship because & net ©dvings would not be
attairit^d on this ty^'fe vessel. If any ship requires an elec-
tronic data pt&c^S'sing, liystem^ it is the smaller ship with
th*i giasae scope of papei ivork as the latger ships b^t with
fewfer tj>e'r®oyi)iii''>l it© pro-ee'ss ito
I
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The very cancer vi«.tive cost mvi juviaigs figaros jwsc
discysscd conclusively prove that net savings can be obtained
on the majority of the ship types and on the fleet as an en-
tire unit if data processing is installed and it is properly
utilized e However, cou^arlsons of costs and savings should
not be the sole criterion in considering whether to install
electronic data processing or noto The criterion that iBuse
also be «sed, is whether the advantages and improvements re-
sulting from installation of the computer system or its con-
tribution to military operational capabilities outveigh the
costSo In this area it mast be considered whether the com-
puter can accomplish all the present procedures more effic-
iently than men, and whether the system will also perforia
more worthwhile tasks than were possible before installation.
Mr. E. Wainright Martin, Jr. neatly sues up this criterion
when he says
We should not attempt to maximize the value of data
processing lesults nor to minimize the cost of data pro-
cessingj rather we should maKimize the data processing
profit which is the difference between the value of the
results of data processiag B.nd the c^sts of obtaining
these results. ^^
Accord issglys, it is necessary to compare the total pro-
fit to the, Navy obtained by installing EDP afloat aj;ainst
the actual costs, vhich have already been proved to be net
®^Ec Wainright Martin^ Jr.j Electrortilc Data Pro-




profits rather thaiis costs in saosc instaaces. The acttual pro-
fits to be realised are aliaost inawrrterable biut some of the
xaote impott&nt osies are (iisciassed belowc
Icaproved logistic and operational readiness . The most
compelling reason for Installation of electronic data pro-
cessing afloat is in reality to optimize the logistic and
operational readiness of the ship„ Aliuaost every application
of the compyter contributes to this goal. The installation
of a coD^ater co«spled with the trend toward less costly min-
iature electronic repair parts will instigate a chain reaction
that will finally attain the absolute maximum readiness per-
missable within the defined parameters » For example, sophis-
ticated inventory control procedures employed by the computer
will minimize risk while also minimizing cost and storage
space, Ihis will in turn permit increasing the range of re-
pair parts carried which will further increase the readiness
of the conmand. Thus the final result of installing electron-
ic data processing afloat will be optin^l logistic and oper-
ational readiness
o
Improvement of inventory control » Tlie Supply Overhaul
Program has proved beyond a doubt that ship's personnel are
unable to keep mp with the current shipboard data processing
workload o This b®® been ©bvisms to all concerned, and as a
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fc^sialt all ships mm t'ecaivti a syi^tply cwerhaiul whenever they
atidergo » r..^.:,yl-;a£- shlpystd uverhaul
, Tlie coBt of actually
perfofieaing this ovechawl and the same results obtained by the
supply overhsHfil could be realized by installing EDP aboard
ship. The inability of ships to perfona all the required
functions was emphasized by the Supply Officer of the USS
Klondike AR 22
Ships are not adeqiaately aBsnned in storekeeper rat-
ings to adeqisately car^y ©tuit all the paperwork that the
book calls for. There is a shortage in both quantity
and quality and frequent rotation of personnel proves
a large problemo^^
Obviously, inadequate inventory control procedures
can also adversely affect the ship's material and logistic
readiness, uhich is the prime function of the Supply Depart-
laent afloat.
Ittg>roved accuracy of data processing . The computer
has proved beyond a doubt that it has uncanny accuracy and
in this aspect, is far superior to the human being. With the
advent of electronic data processing ashore whereby inaccurate
and absurd requirements go unnoticed, inaccuracy afloat can
be very costly in many respectSo For example, the wrong mat-
erial may be received ^ It may delay processing time in that
the computers ashore may reject the incorrect requirement and




the delay In obtainin^j tUc* racjuirad it<}M\ mi\y seiriously affect
the cotnrvtnd's ability to carry out ita assigned roiasion.
Reduced shipboard workload
. Tlie Installation of the
com^'Uter will reduce the shipboard workload for all depart-
ments by performing routine clerical work and eliminating
duplication of effort. This will in turn allow the onboard
count to be reduced and free other personnel to deal with
the more inq>ortant aspects of management and command.
Improved timeliness of data processing . The use of
electronic data processing afloat will permit required re-
ports to be submitted almost instantaneously thus improving
the value of the reports both to the ship and other inter-
ested activities.
Reduction of file storage space and office equipment .
TtiQ utilization of the computer and the maintenance of all
routine records on magnetic tape will drastically reduce
the file storage space. Likewise, the computer will permit
large reductions in the amount of office equipment required
including desks, typewriters and file cabinets.
Capability of rapid increase in work load. "Hie in-
stallation of the computer afloat will permit almost Instan-
taneous and unlimited increases in data processing workload
afloat without an increase in personnel. This ability to
l
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rapidly expand woyld improve the mobilisation capability of
the fleet irasiisasyrably.. Likewise, this capability will per-
mit greater t;i8terial and logistic readiness by permitting
large increases in ntsKober of items stocked and wider disper-
sion of stock Conversely, the computer will pertait the
ship to operate effectively in the face of severe personnel
casualties or shortages
o
Capability to perform new tasks . The installation of
the computer will provide the command with the ability to
perform necessary tasks that are presently beyond the cap-
ability of ships' personnel. It will permit the command to
analyze its operation and to obtain statistics that will
permit greater efficiencies within the command, that will
permit the practice of operations research or management
science, that will permit the Comnanding Officer to better
allocate funds and other scarce resources and provide more
accurate and timely information on which to base decisions.
Decrease in pipeline personnel and material . The use
of the computer afloat for handling personnel and material
reports and requirements and the transmission of data in
machineable format will permit a large decrease in the num-
ber of personiniel or msonnt of material in the pipeline going
to and from the ships.
I
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Decrease in vforkload and processing cycle ashore ,,
llie utilization of the eoaptistaf afloat will *':T)able the ship
to transmit data to shore activities or receive data from
shore activities in machineable fortmato Ihi© will preclude
the necessity of the shore activity employing large numbers
of keypunch operators and clerks to convert is^chine coded
documents to readable format and vice versSo The errors
attendant to this practice will also be eliminated. Like-
wise, it will decrease the proceSi§ing cycle ashore making the
shore establishment more responsive to fleet requirements.
Another important factor is that the use of the com-
puter for data processing afloat will ensure better inven-
tory control and will greatly reduce the total number of de-
mands placed on shore activities and also the number of emer-
gency den^ndSo This in itself, with the acconqjanying decrease
in premium transportation requirements, will produce an apprec-
iable savings at shore activities
o
Thus while the net costs of installing a computer
aboard ship arc minimal, in fact, even profitable, on large
ships a the overall icBprovements and savings that would be
realized by the Navy are tremendous.
IV. MAINTENANCE
It is impossible t© consider maintenance without also
considering reliabilitjo Likewise, it is necessary t© discuss
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the rfsaisti'Haniftij coBSi4lerati'>ns in comtection vith £he computer
itself, separataly frops the peripheral equipment, since the
latter h&s noving p«rts while the co-apater has ve^y fev^. Accord-
ingly, the computer and the peripheral equipment v;ill be dis-
cussed separately^
Compyter inannfactarers have stressed reliability in
their product fwom the beginning becawse they realized it would
have to be issed constantly to be economical and because the com-
pany usually riants the equiptaent and has to maintain it vfith
their ovn employees. As a result they have achieved marked
success o Not only have they produced high reliability, but
they have proved consistently accurate in their ability to pre-
dict reliabilityo Proof of this reliability is presented in
the following examples
o
Daystrom Systems Division furnished a computer to
Louisiana Power and Light Con^any to completely automate a
new stationo Daystrom predicted the computer would operate
for six months with 99% availability, (i^ote they said avail-
ability, not reliabilityj, which means that time for preventive
maintenance is non=available ©r down timfio) The computer has
run eight months, day and nighty at 99o994% availability, hav-
ing been shut down only twenty min^^tes in the eight month period.
':Bt3 Start to Timn the PlantSj " Business Week
,
NOo 1627, (mvembet 5, 1960), p, 50c
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Similar report « have been received from afloat in-
stallations of computers. Drc Joseph H. Engel, of the
Operations Evaluation Croup, Washington, D. C, , stated in a
talk at the U» So Naval Postgraduate School that he was aboard
the USS Oriskany when one of the AN/USQ 20 computers exper-
ienced its first down time since installation. This was after
2000 hours of operation.
In another example, Thompson Ramo Wooldridge predicts
that the estimated mean time between failures of their
AN/UYK-1 computer is 896 hours
„
This extraordinary high degree of reliability must be
attributed to the initiative and engineering expertise of the
technical staffs of the manufacturers o However, they have
not ceased in their efforts to improve their products and as
computers are used for more and more control or real time
operations, reliability is receiving even more emphasis.
There are two principal methods of iiq>roving reli-
ability, improving the individual coi!q}onents and improving
the circuitry. "Ilie probability that any complete electronic
system will function as intended is found by multiplying
together the probabilities of the individual coiiq>onent8 and
79





th« connect iC'?i8 raaking wp the systefsj,. With th@ present stats
of d^v^lopfntj«t of I'fili^ible electronic devices, the soldered
consnectjons %>/!»i.i£b. oytnnuMiljer Che. cosaponents many tifaes over
represesit raore of ^ collective teliability hazaied than do
the coB^onents themselves. If e syttem cons^ists of five cora-
ponents and connections and the c«Jsaponfents hive a probability
of survival of 90%, together the probability of survival is
.9x,93K,9x.9xc9 which equals ^59. Thic shows that a
reduction in the niiamber of coi!q>onent8 and connections will in-
crease the reliability of the ©ystera much ©ore than an ii!q)rove-
racnt in the reliability of the coc^oncnt ttselfo Consequently,
two attacks are being tnade to improve reliability: Increase
the reliability of the coinpommcs and decrease the nuuber of
components and attendant connections- Tlie latter method is
receiving the uiost concentrated effort.
Solid state circuitry . Tmi use of seiai -conductor
solid state transistors and diodes has completely eliminated
all electron tubes from con^«ters» The AN/USQ 20 computer
contains 3776 identically packaged printed circuit cards on
which are attached the diodes and transistors vhich are com-
pletely encapsulatedo The compwiter consists of thirteen roll
out drawers (called cookie sheets in coiriputer linso) that can
be pwlled ©uat to expose the circuit cards. Each card contains
a sec ©f prongs which ate inserted int© female receptacles in
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the dtawttSo ThfcE'cfo^e, te t«plac& a dcfisctive circuit card it
i8 only nece&Bnry to op^n the draver, leraiftve the inoperative
circuit c&r^i, N..f-:-r»- •.'« {v.,-v .-Mae and close? the drawer.. The tran-
sistors ffir«d <fli\j'deg fOrt'SiUifse I'pfl,'^ »^o--,:'er than Yacu'dsm t'ubes, so
less heat ii* geneciated,, THiey als4> 'h^-i/a a l«.mgei: li£e thsn
electron tubes and iv. i.,^,. Ci^n't wc^k otnt cr Wrn o\iit vhen
properly applied <, If there- is & failisrej a bwilt in test de-
vice will qmiickly reveal tbe £&ulty circuit and it can be quick-
ly replaced in the sranner describvid abov*;:.
Magnetic core maroory ,, The uue oif the uifignctic core
laetnory improves the reliability of the cj'capwter since it con-
tains no moving parts„ It also has incr:ia32d the speed of
computation, decreased povjer req^uireiRent-'SSj, and decces-sed the
size of the computer c However, the use c*C cryogenic properties
which will be discussed later^ indicate that even greater improve-
ment may be expected of core memories..
Autoo^^ion o Wherever pc-ssible, r*anu£actu'rers are re-
placing hui'ian hand® with machines in th'> taanufactutins pro-
cess in order to decrease the number of hraiTtan errors nud in-
crease the rtiliabilityc Dyiring a visit to the International
Business Machines Corporation plant at San Jose, California,
the writer observed a comp-uter controlled machine cou'ipletely
wiring the back panel ©£ a comrpi^te'r with tboussands of hair»
like wireso IBM rapressenc^J-tlves reported that not only were
II
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iill «ET<ot* «8liiaiiJlffii«.it«d, buft thiB c>i))nffl!ecti©fjift wefe better th«n
tho»« sffiiwle by b.Miii»am»c Ito'nwBfftctwtrers h«ve alio loii^'roved rellab>
ility by tuaploylng voided or wrApped wire cltcaic connections
sjithcr th«;a Che noriMl soldftrftd connect ion«>
Migyofviteiip ftlectyoalcit a The history of jjiicroeysten
electr(Q>nic« tmj be traced throwgh the following successive
ttAget'j mlniAautri£mti<dny swbnilnlatttrisetion, microminiatur-
Isfttiont, thin-^film integrated circuits, semi- eondttictor inte-
73grated clreultt anvd finally fuinietlonal blocki/ Microsystem
electronic* i« I'iadlng mtp to smaller and sisaller electrical
elenents vhi'.cih can be Integrated into a single chii£nk of mater^
lal.'^ Th'as «at.nafacturers have effectively red<»ced the nwtber
of par til l))y cognbiting thtim limto a single unit. Finally It it
predicted that circuits will end up with a solid state material
t«hlch perfcrms in an identical manner with the circuit desired
v
Reliability will be increased bec«\i«se there will be fewer units
and fewer cmmectlt^ns between units that mmy fail,
Twcn dJMWiniiitinal mlcroad,ni«ii.tm!^iai&ttoia » Two dt)!oen»i«»nAl
mlcroffllnii'twrixatlon seeks t& eliminate thie:kin«i« in the cir-
cuit by forming the «laments ©f a circwsit ditectly upon a
73p«t«sr B. My«r«, "A Siisrvey of Microsystem Electronics,"
Proceadifiaf of Weategm J'gint ComE^ygtCT' Conference , V<^1, 19,
(May 9-1 iV 1961). p. 63.
J* S. Kilby, "Istitarconni^kCtion Techniq»»ei for Send
Conductor Mattwrki/' Ibid . « p« 67.
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t-'ii^; ;^i.!.?-v 1.1.;: ;.i]& j^ftt<, tlm^ siffip^citof®., rcfinters and other
*:>'Ss%v^'ineiBstf® fiS's? g•l^5'e€i•:s#.sl^ ®lc:i^ig *ltH th&ir Interconnections,
U3j?(, -- ~,f.' l-Ksy'-laittfus C'ErJifiic \mi®T ummlly hy thin-film de-
pv«'titiu!'.g t<e-ct:&iqji^ iswzh ©s evaiiWratian @r spattering. This
ft!et!ii>»J slsO' elisteates ii conai4iir>a'bli-. wismbcr of connections,
Re!iiil'V?£@ii ^M^pd if iv!®ipil0ying tM® ry{.^-fe af thln-fila circuitry
'^1. it# B'NIVAf; ll.G'T c^as^ister sn-d ©th^r Banwfactijrers will soon
l^gil'IS^^-^^il^^ ..-llfegJ'-^'^ '^'^^'^f " lfole&Ml<sif electronics is a
rii'S'y e.ciirae©p!t d^isd is r-lht© Toiltlvjecfc in ©Implicity of electronic
slifcmit^o Basicmll^s raolecalaif ©lectff@ialcs integrates into
<fe .S)k'fij^l<^ l^'I^ck >&'£ m&t<^w\'S.l the fixnctiosns performed by r.any
f' l-7c'^':¥"Siilc ciifeiyii£f €'f eveo vjfefjie sjgteroio Ikis is acconq)-
ii.s.j...sia fey r.fS^ysi'sgirj* the intevn&l physical properties of
the S'C'ili'i i« i^ush a i?®y that ph&n0?miaa vithin or between
d'm&it s wf »5lier4ile.& v411 perfors:* a f^mction ordinarily a-
ci:ifev#ii throtn^h the ?£ts of afi aS-issaKfely '^f electronic cir-
vMitBo I-%j|ec?fll^ie electTfsmes iii the saost forward looking
cf thi^ se'je'i'^l appr'Mvchies te th© developiaent of small, re-
ii.'4fe*'.i* efficient -clastroiffilc systeffis, awd is anique in that
it i-dll eliadsiaita ths (trmditi-'raiil circmit coaponents. Mole-
zis.l&f elie-c. tfi3>mic^ --.ill sic-t mrnly impneve reliability, but it
vnU ill©© iffed'-^^ea iax*^ weiglit and povtsr reqssirements of com-
pint'^fr. ^^^£11 fwrthi&ro Tit will .slsa saake possible the
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(5'4>-r.,nti'0'f .f'f tAi-i^ vbtch are new tiM> cousplox to be cconom-
73
ii-jStiiy t''^''^tJ>tr'XA4 t>' 4,oovfcntional clifciiits, v^estinghouse
fflew'trie C@2fp'5'£AtiOK iii nou dcvelopia^ u leylecular cortputer
nifikifsjiiuBgd "ife.l-E--'Coor.", v;hich will -..'eigh less than 15 pounds
an'i dCv-ttiipiy I*®® thMn Ofle-third of a cubic foot of Si)ace.^^
A tT%nBiBtt'Js:iz^<i Kosdel -of eqaal capability v-ould weigh 175
pc>yiri'.d!s s-rcI take Tnjp thre,© cubic feet of space.
Cg^^&gg3?ici; , Cryogenics utilize® the low temperature
siLtptttHifidai': tive pr'&p&tties of inatter that &t'<i displayed when
teia^4r<sittisria ifjiaiiges sre maintained from -200 degrees F down
to -4i^ ^ii&gie®€@ Fo The efyogenic device with the most pi^om-
i.*© ii* at sswitchiiiiig de«^ice called the cryotron. Under the
ctyo^eiiii^ co-ffi^^epts the entir<e computer except the input and
lu'-^tpiuft wD^ald fee aade up of cryotrons and would be kept under
liquid Ivtlt'um i'gfirigetation« The refrigeration of a computer
vowld ft'.3;t b€ a, probleiHii since modem cryogenic techniques
havt^. Siliovm tb.&t Bmch s/stems can be made reliable over running
paf l'Xl'§ c£ & thowsafid h®tar® ot moreo However, the refriger-
atojf"® reqyiii'eiwefits woyld limit the smallest size of com-
p«j."ter that cosiild fee iBaniLsfactured. The advantage of cryogenics
^^*'Msil&ciffllait ElectfforsicS'AR latro^luction-Westinghouse
Kleetific Qggp^a Jittemta " CcmgMtetfs and /Majtojiatioa, Vol. II No.
^^"Wfe:Sti,3gbsvj;.S'3 feveloping Mclecular Conputer." Armed
F©fc.ig«te;;^«gj®esfes V©1. 7 Wo, 10, Jusly 1961, p. 59.
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is '£h£,t <^t th€:i.e low temperatures > the molecules cease to nove
MM-^ tbiss ro'Stiitlts in abnoriiiml resistance to wear or failure*
Iif i4 i'MMit&Bting to note that those \4ho have %#orked on the
cryott'^Qn s;ee ^& confident of its ultimate success, that a con*
siderable amo^mnt of v-ork has already been devotad to tha dasign
of cTj&tron coiii|}>wter networks even before the full ranga of
77
cry®tTOBs 3.te available.
On lines servicing and alternate path techniques. Two
other techtiiiques that X7ill be employed in the near futura to
increase reliability are on line servicing and altarnate path
techi^iqtuieso The use of extensive on line testing and chocking
circuits will reveal malfunctioning circuits or evan weak cir-
JO
ctuiits before they fail/ This will allow replaeeaant of weak
clrcviic cards before the failure occurs. At the same tina,
pr«3gref.s is being made toward building computers that will ha
able to select alternate paths in the event of malfunotioii of
the circ!!iito Then at inspection periods the circuits may be
tested and weak and inoperative circuit elements replaced*
Redte'teicancy o Under the redundancy principle a duplicate
^^^J(o lyJo Ix»ck, "To\?ards Superconductive ConfHitera,*'
^'3gfeftics!, Volo 2. No„ 2, (December 1*^61) jx 65.
^^ftfeae Rice, "Computers of the Future," Proceediiyg
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fysteffij, equii|p>aientj, component, circuit or element is provided
Ir. c^^e of f^lwre of the normal device. Redundancy of inter-
ned circuiilts &ni critical elements is not expensive and rft*
d^ces the probability of failure by the squiare of the original
probability. For exanqile, if the probability of failure of an
equsipmer^it i& .Ol^ and if a redundant equipment Is provided,
the probability of failure is decreased to .01 x .01 or .OOOl.
ThtUiS tedwod&ncy is an inexpensive method of sharply increas-
ing reliability.
Unfortunately, the reliability of the peripheral equip*
ment is not as high as that of the computer itself. One reason
Is that most of this equipment has high speed novlng parte,
some of which must constantly maintain very small clearances.
However, these devices are no more conqpllcated than other
electronic, teletype or fire control equipments that have
been aboard Navy ships for years. Thus, It can be expected
that there wo^ld be more maintenance problems with the per*
Ipheral equipment than with the computers themselvee, and
ships would have to be provided with the repair parts and
trained personnel to service the peripheral equipment*
V. PROGRAMMING
In order to obtain the optimum results from afloat
eleetronic ds^ta processing, it would be necessary to stan-






prfeiceiSfingo Therefore, the development of sll programs for
shipboa^i^. eoaimters vould be accon^lished at the Fleet Cora-
pMter Prograaswing Center, Pacific or cht; Fleet Computer Pro-
graimiiwg Center, Atlantic. All ships would thus operate under
the sante programs . The respective Fleet Computer ProgracBnlng
Centers would initially furnish each ship with two copies of
each program on nsagnetic tape. One set of tapes would be filed
aboard ship, in the event the set of programs in use were dam-
aged or inadvertently erased. In this case, another set of
duplicate programs could be reproduced from the file copy. If,
due to uBusual circumstances, both copies of the program were
lost, the ship could obtain copies of the programs from ships
in company.
It is to be noted that this system assumes that all
ships would be equipped with compatible computers which had
similar characteristics so that it would only be necessary
to develop one set of programs. The importance of this assump-
tion will be discussed in Chapter V.
The Fleet Computer Programming Centers should be
assigned the d«ty of not only initially developing the pro-
grams ^ bait constantly reviewing them, improving them and up-
dating them AS necessary. These Centers should be furnished
advasiice copies ©f all changes to procedures or regulations
that wo^ld affect data processing for all departments of the
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necesesry in thv respeccive projjjfOias. All changes, in mat-
erial identification BieJia (stock auraber changes, price
changes, etCc), corcectiar.s to chases and «j'«blicat ions,
fieltl ch-anges sad sii-iilar infort-.'-atiofi should bo furnished to
these Ce.nt&-£S in order that cUey cauld Match the change against
the latest library tape from the .ship, lis® c^ntecs could then
pwnch a tailored paper tape of all r.Le ehannes that affect a
certain ship and wail thi^s^^ ch&ng*ds directly to the ship. To
effect the changes, the ship wculd inerely use the tape as an
input to its computer and all records ivould be updated sli^ul-
tancously.
All programs written by the Cc^ntins t«>uld be coordin-
ated with the appropriate office and bt^rcau to ensure that
adequate awdit trails were provided. Bo .-ever, to preclude
defeat of the benefits of coiaputers aboard ships by bureaus
and offices which reculre unreasonable audit trails, it would
be necessary that Havy wide requirenents be established and
procsuilgated by the Secretary of the JJa^-^y.
Although ships xreuld not be perautted to write their
Q\m prograrns for routine data processing, they should have
the capability to write their own pr^gcarris for tasks peculiar
to or specifically desired by the cotii^nd. Fleet schools at
the C#is^mter Frograuffitiing Centers should b« ex«tand^d to Include
©everal courses, including data processing, tactical and
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scieiatiflc problem progranaaing, Tlie capacity of the schools
w©yld 't®ve to b« increased in ordor to train as many fleet
personnel as possible.
Routine prograsBRiing is a long and tt^dious task, but
not a dilficylt onco In fact, the University of Maryland
has trainsed twelve talented students frora a nearby Kashington,
Do Co high school in programming the IBM 709 and 1620 con^uters.^^
Howevet, since it Is a long time consuming job most program-
ming should be accomplished ashore. In this manner, one team
of progtaxmers could perform the task that would otherwise have
to be performed by a team of programmers on every ship. A book
of optional skeleton programs, or program segments (sub-routines)
could be furnished each ship and the afloat programmers could
complete the program they desired by using the skeleton pro-
gram and segments as guides. Thus, progracmlng would not be a
major obstacle in the path of afloat electronic data processing*
V. PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The psychological considerations involved in install-
ing electronic data processing aboard ship are extremely crit-
ical and their importance should not be underestimated. Many
of the so»caIled failures of computers to do the job that had
^^"High School Students Learn Programming, " Data
Processing , Vol, 3 No. 11, (November 1961), p. 64.
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heen planned for them vas not the fault of the computer but
of manasement and the personnel in the firm or activity,
Huiraan beings resist change, especially when the change Involves
a machine that can do their job better than they themselves can
do ito It hwrts their pride and they fear it will hurt their
pocketbooko The Navy man is no exception. Accordingly, before
any computer is placed aboard ship, the personnel concerned
must be carefully conditioned for the event. Likewise, every
officer in the Navy must be conditioned for the "computer age"
if the Navy is to take full advantage of the advances in tech-
nology which it must.
When asked to Investigate the feasibility of computers
aboard ship, the writer scoffed at the very thought. Com-
puters would never have a place aboard ship' However, it was
not long after the writer started investigating the matter
that he realized the almost unlimited possibilities of the
computer and made a 180 degree about face.
The writer wrote the Supply Office's of seventeen ships
which had electric accounting machine equipment installed and
asked for their ideas on electronic data processing afloat.
All officers reported that the Supply Department had to have
automatic data processing equipment of some sort to get the
job done, b^ic not one officer was enthused with the use of
computers afloat and many were even skeptical of its value.
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lo the course of. ron 'wcrin'j rhls study, the w»-iter
dlscKjssed EDP afiC'At with Ttary cf his co'^temporary officers.
Wner a*ked wh.*t their idea* v,?ere on EDP afloac, they were
taken ^rcspletely by s.irpri ^e a.tid indicated that they had
never thc-aghfr abcat it and didn't think it had any £ppli»
catior?.
The e-li lct oi Arir.ei Forces ManageiPf-nc set forch the
same feeling when be stated
Their (Defense EDP people) chief complaint is that
top m&riagfeiDeat is still trapped in a sort of cultural
lag over jj.st what the computer can mean to an operation-
We can crank out the answers with very little trouble-
once management reocgnizes the problem is one a com-
puter can aolve--Many operations now on computers still
have a series of duplicative manual operations hanging
on their coatta-fls apparently because the CO doesn't
quite believe his new toy can do che job„°0
This same story is echoed again in a recent article
in the U. S. New? and World Report which stated
In the Pentagon and in the field, it is claimed, in-
fluence over big decisions on U. S. defense is now
passing away fron; military men into the hands of a
"scientific elite,"
These scientists a? seen in action are armed with
high speed computers, versed in qualitative analysis
and in their own view, almost alone able to cope x,/ith the
complexities of modern war and weapons.
Military trer. accept the need (for compiiters) yet con-
cern is heard that as machines concinue to take over,
some traditiorial functions of command are passing to
^^Bill botkluLid, "The Price of Progress," Armed Forces
Management, Vol. 7 Nc. 10, (July 1961), p« 5.
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tUe scientist:,, S-ai-igia ejj'litary man clikim th^y -are bcin;',
put in ''cooipulut, «tr?it jackets' ,' '
These st<*cwiK.nti* corroiKsrate th»:- writer'.!^ findin'iia
tJrat there is a severe 'computer culture vacuum' widiin ths
Navy which must be quickly filled if the naval officer is t<>
aalntain his authority to manage and conxmnd. This t>robl!*fa
is not unique to the Navy. Industry has faced the sarne grow-
ing pains problem but was quick to r^nognize it ard seek a
cure, ^en the Richfield Oil Company in Hichraond, California
recently installed a computer on which to simulate the coia-
plete company operation, they sent all of the cora^jaay's top
taanagec^nt including the President and all Vice PrvSiJents
to a two weeks indoctrination school at the Internetloral
82
Business Machines Incorporated plant at San Jose, (aliJcornia,
This was followed by indoctriration school for jniJdlo n'an-
ageioent. This training laid the groundwork for furth' r train-
ing of management at the plant and the vigorous an« contin-
uous training and indoctrination of subordinates by i anage-
ment. Most industries have found it necessary to taka this
approach since lack of understanding by manacencnt t.ill often
nullify any benefits to be obtained from cowsputcrs.
"Will Computers Run Wars of the Future, ' U. S, Nevs
and World Report , Vol. LII No. 17, (April 23, 1961), pp, 44-4&.
J, J. Doubt in a i
California, March 23, 1962.
^^ speech at IMI plant San Jose,
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Tlie r.aval officer or the petty officer with fift-eon
or twenty ye^rs service has lived a life steeped vdth tra-
dition, syrabolisra and pride in the history of the Navy.
Likev.'ise, naval personnel have been trained over the years
to follow a prt'ScribeU routine and to react uniformly to sln-
ilar situations, Hovvcver, these traits which were held in
so high esteem have also fostered a severe resistance to change
in the average Navy n^n. Consequently, it will not be an easy
task to sell electronic data processing to the sailor.
The Navy, like industry, must start this change to a
new Navy from the top, I/hen the airplane proved that it had
a place in the Navy, many flaj^ officers and senior officers
entered flight training and earned their "wings of gold.'"
Now that the computer and management science are establish-
ing themselves in the Navy, the same procedure must be adopted.
Flag and senior officers must be Indoctrinated and convinced
of the ability of the cotaputer and they in turn must convince
their subordinates that if the Navy is to maintain its reputation
it must adapt itself to the most advanced sciertific techniques.
In this connection, naval personnel must be convinced that com-
puters will become the tools of all naval personnel, just as
fire control C0nq)uters became the tool of the gunners. They
rayst be convinced that computer knowledge can not be left to
a special few, and that all personnel most know how to use




It laust be concluded that there is at present a severe
"comptiter culture vacuua" in the Navy, which must be filled if
con^utcrs are to be used successfully aboard ship. The quick-
est and raost efficient way to correct this serious shortcoming
is to indoctrinate the senior officers first and let the cul-
ture run downhill as rapidly as possible.
VI. TRAINING CONSIDERATIONS
The Navy's efforts in training its personnel in the
use of con^uters has not kept pace with the technological pro-
gress in the manufacture of the product. This has also been
true of industry, and today both industry and the Navy must
quicken the training pace appreciably if they are to properly
utilize the tools being made available. It has been estimated
by the Association of Computing Machinery that 200,000 pro-
gransaers alone will be required in the next decade to meet
the demands of business, industry, government and research."^
Training can be divided into three technical degrees;
namely, familiarization, operational and technical, and into
four classes of trainees; namely, flag and senior officers,
junior officers, midshipinen in training for comraissions and
^^"High School Students Learn Programming," Data
Processing , Vol 3 No. 11, (November 1961), p. 64.
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enlisr.2»j p<iifsom-»el, Obviously, every officer doesn't have to
have a Master's degree or have the technical knowledge of the
intersial roechanisias of a computer, but some should. Likewise,
some medical officers should only be familiar with the com-
puter and not be involved in its operational use, while others
should be technically qualified. Accordingly, the Navy should
aim at familiarizing 100% of all personnel, training 757.-857.
of all personnel in the operation of computers, and from 10%-20%
of its personnel should receive technical training at the post-
graduate level.
The training program should be very carefully coordin-
ated to Insure that the objective is accon^lished, without
leaving a "bitter taste" in a person's mouth. Personnel must
be won to the new Navy and the new way of doing things, or
else the Navy will receive serious setbacks.
The training program should start at the top with the
flag and senior officers being offered indoctrination courses
comraensurate with their rank and experience. Then the junior
officers should be subjected to a more rigorous training which
would be conducted at fleet training activities and at the
postgraduate levels Meanwhile, the present schools for en-
listed personnel shomld be expanded and carefully prepared
shipboard training programs instituted. Senior officers should
be; encouraged to stress the new sciences to their juniors and
the division officer to his division.
-.WaO
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'A'E. raqyili'fed csafi'lculiio far Kid.sViiipi»,<.m should also be
reviewed !«:? ensure thfxt fytur*^ officers beconsia proficient in
tlio discipliii'-'S •and tools th?Jt they will be asing in the
flec^t„ It ic. noted that the U. G, IJnval Acad<juiy offers courses
in Digital Coraputers, Analog Computers, Ifatri.x Tlieory and Pro-
84
bability and StatlsticSo However, these are elective courses
and not required coyijt"seSo This would indicate that the U. S.
N&val Academy cuiicriculuia should be reviewed in an attempt to
give the Midishipmcn nsiore training in the computer and uanage-
Esent science areftc NROTC Midshipmen should also be required
to take siiailar courses if they are offered at the university
or college they are attending.
In conclusion, the present state of training would
barely sustain the scheduled influx of computers into the
fleet todayo Immediate action to expedite the training of
personnel would have to be taken if the present installation
schedule were accelerated
o
VI t. PERSONNEL COriSIDl::RATIOKS
The Navy of the fixture will require fewer but tnore
hicihiy trained personnel. Comt>ut<^r3 and autortation in the




l&m'^ oi- the Comrise "^f Instrtjcti'^n at the
U., Sc NavWl Acadetay, 1960=61, pc 28, 29c
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si?bi;>arin^st if Pro|eet 3vjbic. proves fjiicceasf'il hi reducing the
crevf of An atome pcwered sul>t»uirine from 100 to 12 men.
Even fbe siarface ship sailor is not secure, for Project Sur.c
is alTned At eatOfMiting a destroyer escort and drastically
86
redjscinf^ cf*v rcquireiaents for destroyer type vessels,
Assamlng theg^ projects provu successful (and there is no rea-
son to do«bt tJ-aat they shoyldn* t, since coiaputers are con-
trolling complete factory processes ashore) the reduction in
personnel requirements of the Navy will gradually approach the
fifty per cent marko So the introduction of the computers a-
board ship will have very serious personnel implications.
A very real personnel problem that must be faced now
is the upgrading of the average intelligence of naval per-
sonnel in order to piecluda excessive personnel turnover later.
The Navy has already sKperienced this ptoblea with the elec-
tronics technician and the naintenance of electronic equipments.
Rear Adtnira) Ff'hy, Chief of the Bureau of Ships, recently re-
ported that the skill levels and the numbers of electronic
technicians available are not adequate for the maintenance of
many equipnssntSo"^ Rather than aaintenance, the new problem
S^^Project Sublc,"' Naval Rest^arch Ileviews , August 1959, p. 3.
^^"ProJGCt SmC'-c./' Naval Rce.earch Reviews . October 1960,
°^Rear AdwitJl E. J. Fahy, UiSM in a speech at the U. S.
Naval Pcatgraduaate School, Monter<«v', California, May 2, 1962.

will be training people in cotapiatcr technology and keeping
them in the service. For as the computer assumes the routine
clerical job of an individual, the latter will have to be
trained In inore sophisticated and intellectual tasks. If the
replaced person does not have the intelligence or background
to acquire these new skills, he will have to be released and
replaced by a person who has the necessary requisites. Mean-
while, indiEStry will be experiencing the same shortage so that
any person who becomes highly trained in computer technology
will be in great demand in industry as well as the Navy.
Accordingly, appreciable additional monetary compensation will
have to be offered personnel in order to retain their services
In the milits^ry service.
The introduction of the computer aboard ship v/ill start
a trend tovrard autoiaation which will have severe implications.
While the problem is not insurtnountable it is one that must
be faced now and faced squarely, A plan must be developed to
reassure personnel concerned that their livelihood and future
is not at stake.. If the impact of computers is to be min«
imized this plan raust be far reaching and it must start now.
It iTEist provide for the upgrading of the average intelligence
of naval personnel ;, it mast Cvonsider redaction of personnel
by attritioE and early retirensent, it muist anticipate changes
in organization and rank &nd rating s!:r?jict^re, and it must
4
n2
If a« electronic data processing systrsm is installed
aboard ship, current orr^srilaation nnd procedures v;ould hiive
computaiN, Hiis -would r«cplr'<» changes? in bctth the ashore and
afloat ot;^animation-
Ashore » OpclEite« efficiency would be r-'ialized from an
electronic data processing system only wheti as taany different
procedures and systeifss as possible were integrated and stand-
ardized into one ?itajidard procedure. Asty exception to a stand-
ard routine would require a separate computer prof.raa '.fith th<3
concotaitant IneffIciencj^ of separate contputer run.i and r*jrc
computer time. Conseqyetitly, procedures peculiar to one manage-
ment bureas,* Sttch %» mfecbods of Issvjlng changes to publications,
methods of pronmsigatirig changes to installed equipments, pro-
cedwres for fnaintaining machinery and equipment histories,
raethodiL" of reporting casualties to equipments and jnethods of
providing repair part support to eqalpments would have to be
standardised for all equipments, ships and bureaus, litis v.roul^
require coordinatioin of all the snaioigemfcnt bwreao^ and possible
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Aflo ca''. kn aig*niEation iMSt b*:; U^si^aod to accomplish
efficiently th^ work tl»»t Tfust be. potfartaed, Th*;- present ship-
board organization is based on the adniinlstiative workload of
the various departmenEs and, by and latge, tha separation of
the} «hip int^' adfvjinistsaitive departments is required to pro-
vide proper supervision of groups of persons performins differ-
ent tasks „ !.hen the duties of the individual departments are
changed, the organization tisust be changed to reflect the nev
requirements of each department.
If a computer and an EDP system were installed aboard
ship, the shipboard organization should he changed if the ship
were to derive the roaxiimiia benefits from the coiaputer. Tliis
new organiration should take into consideration that the data
processing group would cross all departaental lines, that it
would provide services to all departments and that it should
have the or^janizational strength to niake decisions or con-
promises as to which task for which department would receive
priority. These criteria would of necessity make it desir-
able organiaational-wise to have the data processing group as
near to the cofmand && i>cBQible, in a staff position and above
the norwial line of departtkient heads
»
The officer designated to head the data processing depart-
ment shoyild be one who t« luosfc familiar with the processing of
1
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loirge aroc/unts of ^ata ami he should also he one who is exper-
itencad In heading up a service or staff activity that is al-
ready engagt^d in rendering services across departmontal lines.
Slnc<a thi data processing centet* will be v-orking at least six-
teevi hours a day, th«s head of the data processing department
.should be availablts at any hour of the day and should therefore
not be recalred to stand regylai" imderway and in-port watches.
On Rost ships, eho tactical data systeci will require
all the time of the Operations Officer, while the Gunnery
Offictrr and Engincerins Officar will be preoccupied with the
computers and eqwlpirs»«anfc8 associated with their respective
departnents. Accordingly, the Supply Officer would be the
only departui^mt haad avallfible to head up th^a data processing
group. Knia dfesignation v^ould not prove incompatible with the
recjuirem^nts 34: t fourth in parasrapb threa above, and the Supply
Offior »JOuld Ik- n lo^jical choice when it is considered that
the vast bulk of the data processing shipboard workload would
be supply and persomtel actions with which ke is already quite
fa?teliar. TSw designation of cCie Supply Officer as head of
the date processing department would also be in consonance
x^'ith the practicii in industry where it has been detemined
by '0%\UiTienc& that irhe- msnt logical location for the data
procc;-fsit»g Ciiffjter is In tkc finance area under the controller
iI
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or chief accountant. °
To fully utilize EDP afloat all data processing would
be integrated and all duplication of effort should be elita-
inated. For example, if a laan reports aboard ship for duty,
one input should be made into the computer and this one en-
try would update all ship's records slnultaneously including
personnel records, medical records, pay records, division
records, liberty lists, and watch quarter and station bill.
If a part is drawn from the storeroom to repair a particular
equipment, one entry Into the data processing system must
update the stock records, record the expenditure to the
departmental budget, the ship's OPTAR, the maintenance his-
tory of the equipment concerned, charge the work to the re-
cord of the person making the repair and reorder the part
as necessary.
Hierefore, if a computer were Installed aboard ship
for EDP purposes and it was desired to obtain optioura use of
the computer, the present shipboard organization should be
changed to reflect the Integration effected » This new organ-
ization would place the Supply Officer as head of a depart-
ment that should be called the Logistics and Services Department.
8^E. Wainright Martin, Jr. , Electronic Data ProcessinK
(Homewood: Richard D. Irwin Inc., 1961), p. 3A3, Stanford L.
Optncr, Systems Analysis for Businosg Mana£C;agnt (^nglewood
Cliff: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1960), p. 602.
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Thi'i 8iiit>aK tisient would be |. laced in a staff po&ltlon report-
ing to tbe £xacutivi» Otiicer. 'Itie Logistics and Services
Department would control all those persons offering services
to othtr difi>artments. These services vould include the follow-
a) Logistic sui>port in general
b) Technical r*-pair parts support
c) Cenar.nl stores support
ct) CoEffuissgry
e) Ship's Stor<3 and Clothing and Small Stores
f) Disbursing
g) Personnel
h) Kail and routing
i) i:d?
At first glance it vould appear that the Logictic and
Services Departiiient iwuld be a large and unwieldy group. How-
ever, it jiiunt bo renjftittborcd that after the computer is in-
stalled and functioning properly, the allovrance structure of
this departnent could be reduced by approxinuitely two thir^ds.
llie Log^iGtics and Services Officer would be respon-
sible for all supply support of the ship including aimaunition
antl ucdical supplies* This T^ould require certain medical,
engineerin;:, electronic r<'pair and g^mery personnel to be
assignt'd to the Logistics <and Services Department for raainte-
nance of th^ii' rt-spective storeroof^s and liaison with their




It imist be concluded that a coroputt^r and the attend-
ant p^aripheral equipOv>nt can be accota^dated aboai*d ship
provid£nf> certain changes and advance preparations are made.
Size, weight, maintenance and prosrairaalng \^K^uld create no
problems. It would be necessary to air condition the com-
puter center and it would be necessary to establish con-
centrated electronic data processing system training courses
ashore.
In order to obtain optimal efficiency from the afloat
electronic data processing system it would be necessary to
change the current shipboard organization and place all per-
sonnel rendering services to other departments in the Log-
istics and Services Department. This department would func-
tion in a tru.2 straff concept and report to the Executive
Officer.
The majiiiauia cost of the complete Installation would
not exceed three hundred thousand dollars^ In most ship
types, the savings resulting from the reduction of personnel
allowances as a result of the installation of EDP would more
than cover these costSo Kot/everj the actual overall benefits
to the Navy that would be achieved by installing EDP afloat




The greatest dtsterants to the inssfcallation of EDP
afloat are the psycholofjiciil and persomiiil considerations.
Hie fleet is noc conditioned to the coraputer. The indoc-
trination and education of naval personnel in the computer
and its applications has not kept pace with the advances in
technology and hardv.'are. Accordingly, a severe "computer
culture vacuuid" has been permitted to foru. Tliis Is the
xaoat serious obstacle to the success of EDP afloat.
While there are sorae obstacles to be hurdled and
oone chanses and advance preparations to be inade, these are
not Insurraountable problems. Since these probleras v;ill have
to be addressed and r»;solved in the course of the installation
of the NTD3 in all raajor cocibatant ships, there is no reason




SRLFCTION OF THE COhi'U^IiR
The selection of a computer and tht* associated per-
ipheral eruipmenc is an important and ctitiual 4Lcision.
This £»election 7!»ust be based un three ciltiitla of squal im-
portant*©. These are:
a) Will it efficiently accomplish the required ship-
board data processing tasks?
b) I8 it compatible with and are its characteristics
similar to other shipboard computers?
c) Is it compatible with the computer netv.'orks with
which it will be required to communicate, and Is it compat-
ible wlfh the consTrfini cation links to these netvosrks?
The effect of each of these criteria on the selection of
a computer and its peripheral equipment is discus^sed In che
followins paragraphs.
I. REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFICIENT SHIPbOAilD
DATA PROCESSING
A computer installed aboard ship for data processing
purposes must be capable of performing a wide variety of
tasks. The bulk of these tasks is as sophisticated or even
more sophisticated than similar processes in industry.
Accordingly, particular care must be exercised to salect the
computer that will perform all these requirements in the
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most efficient Jitannfer possible. The roost important character-
istics of the desirable coaipcter are discussed in the following
paragraphs.
Gerer al ch ara c t er i ^ ti c
g
.
The coiupater selected for
shipbcv-3.rd driir, pruce?sing iihoald be a ragged, compact, small
or tuediam fize, extremely flexible, general purpose digital
computer capable of real tiine operation. It should have its
own self cor.taiaed s.it conditiordng cr not require air con-
ditioDir.g so that continued operation of the computer is poss-
ible in the event of the failure of the shipboard air con-
ditioning system'. The computer should be designed and con-
structed on the basis of military specifications and of
structural rigidity and appropriate shock mountings so as to
withstand shipboard environment, including shock, vibration,
dampness and rolling and pitching motion.
Word length . Since the word length of the computer
determines the size of the number that may be stored in one
memory ceil and manipulated within the computer, it is essen-
tial that the word length be great enough to accommodate the
majority of the data which will be processed. In many in-
stances, the compij cer wcnsld have to manipulate stock numbers,
service msmberi?' and file n^jmbers All of which are composed of
seve-in tc ten digit*.. It will al.fo be necessary to manipulate
J*.
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dollar aiiwunts as high as one raillion, Consaquently, It is
casotitisl fchac thv: computer have a minuvsuHii word length of
£^1', digit?* Gf be ccn^jsble of handling variable word lengths.
'Ch& coiaputtr showld ^Iso provide for operation with half
words of fivft digits if variable Tjord length is not possible..
Th*3e v<'r^ len&ths "^^»j;l<^ provide the mont efficient data process-
ing and would also provide for optiEiuin utilization of core stor-
age space..
Regis terS o Computers using registers should be provided
v/ith two arithmetic registers (Accumulator and Q register) with
a capacity of ten digits so that nuiabers as large as 9,999,99<?»99
could be easily »ianipulated„ The computer should also contain
at least four index registers to provide for address modification.
Internal storage . The internal storage should be of the
core storage or thin 'film tjrpe and should provide a storage
capacity of 32,768 ten digit words. This storage capacity is
necessary in order to store the sophisticated programs re-
quired in ehipboard data processing. Any lesser amount of
storage capacity ^ould require splitting the programs into two
parts and making two computer runs for each transaction, or
sorting transact ioiis into specific transaction categories be-
fore processing thee** In either case, coiz^uter time would be
doubled. This minlniwa storage requirement is substantiated
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by the fact thflt the general stores and repair parts pro-
gram now being evaluated aboard ship using the AN/USQ 20
coraputer contain over 30,000 ten digit words, ^
In addition, a small auxiliary internal manory of six-
teen to thirty two vords should be provided to permit storing
of certain Inportant instructions or constants to facilitate
rapid changes in the program and to facilitate program re-
covery as necessary.
Operating instructions . The computer should contain
a reptrtoira of instructions that will provide all the nonaal
arithmetic operations and in addition have the capability of
address modification, prograin branching, masking, loop control,
search operations, fixed point and floating point arithmetic.
Thti basic instructions should nuriber in the vicinity of fifty
and should make programming as simple as possible.
Input, output channels . Tlie sViipboard computer should
have a minimum of four buffered input and four buffered output
channels for use with peripheral ecjuipmcnt. In addition, it
should have two asynchronous input and output channt;ls to be
used in coraiminicating with other computers.
Xlie computer should be capable of utilising magnetic
^^-^Georce S. Pope Jr,, LCDR SC USK, in personal letter
of 16 February 1962.
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tape, five channel punched tape, and console typewriter as
input, output methods. It should also be capable of commun-
icating real tine with other shipboard computers and should be
equipped with appropriate interrupt features.
Maintenance and reliability » The computer should be
designed to facilitate maintenance and Insure reliability
and peak operating performance. It should be simple to oper-
ate and provide rapid access to all portions of the coc^uter.
Circuitry should be completely solid state with an Internal
checking device and plu3 in circuit cards which would permit
rapid replacement of defective circuits.
External auxiliary storage . External auxiliary stor-
age for the shipboard electronic data processing system
should be limited to magnetic tape or magnetic cards. Magnetic
tape units would be required as a program input device so it
v;ould save space and funds to also use them for auxiliary stor-
age. In addition, iiasnotic tape or cards are desirable be-
cause they provide the capability of having duplicate back-up
tapes on the ship and facilitate furnishing duplicate master
tapes to the Fleet Computer Programming Centers at San Diego,
California and Norfolk, Virginia,
Ttie magnetic catd system similar to the National Cash
Register Catd Random Access Memory (CRAM) System is superior
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to the reel tap«j systutj. The xorner provitU-o I'anciom access
no the records thus increasing the speed of operation and it
also ellJiln«tes the problems involved in havins more data to
put in «» storage block than avallahle blank space in chat
block.
Each card has seven tracks of magnetic tape and each
90
track has a capacity of 3100 alphanurwric ch&ractors.
Xhere arc 256 cards in the cartridge in each card handler.
Gince the average word length is less than five letters, each
track on the card has a capacity of 620 words, each card has
a capacity of A3A0 words and each cartridge has a capacity of
91
over one million one hundred words.
Accordingly, under the integrated system and using
magnetic tape cards, one track containing 620 vTords could be
assigned to each equipment history record and the master in-
ventory record of each fast moving item. One card containing
4340 five digit words could be assigned to every two individ-
uals. This card would contain the complete history of the
individuals Including personnel record, leave record, pay re-
cord, training record, and duty assignments.
^0"Card Randoiy Access Memory File 353-1," NCR 304. 315
and 390 Electronic Data Proceesimi Systems Authorized Federal
,!>an>ply Schedule , p. 19,
91
^Edward M. HcCormick, OlRital Comj?uter Primer
.
(New
York: McCraw Hill Company, 1959), p, 192.
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II , COMPATIBILITY mTH OTHS^i Sil!ir>30ARJ-> COhFUTSRS
'
TiM computer chat is s^felfecfced ix>t i:^st®ll.ation in
shifts fmat not only be compatibly; with othat cotFtputisrs on
that parcicular ship, l»ut if jau^t also be coiapatiblc- \;ith
the coTijpyit€is in the cntira fleet as a systera. That is, the
OMlput of on«3 coiRt^wtar should he capable of being used as an
input of all others without any cor.veisian from one form to
another.
Even mix<i iiapos-ramt than cojapatlblTity ptT sa is the
fact that certain characteristica of the; computers must be
similar if rtiaxiirwa £ains are to be realized by the computer
installatioi^s. If computers with diff^irent !.'ord lengths,
difftrtnt instruction repertoires, different nuvibers of in-
d^x registers, different size arlthnsetlc rstgtsters and other
drsconforfftitifc- s, were installed in the ships, a great aniount
of work and effort ^;ould be duplicated. For exaaple, differ-
ent characteristics such «§ those enuiaerated above would re-
quire that a diffei'artt progra?:^ be ^^-ritten for each procedure
for each type conputerc An alternative v«ould be to write one
prop;rain that only utilises the iiilniEs«a characteristic capabil-
itia-s of the diffesfcnt coaputers. This ii also -ansatisfactory




i^xkewlse, different types of computers would require
different repair part support;, vjould require personnel to be
trained to niaintain and operate several aystams rather than
one, and would make standardization of procedures impossible.
Obviously, if shipboard systems and procedures were to
be standardized so must the computers vhich must process the
data in accordance with these systenm and procedures. Further^
more, if dissimilar computers were ia^stalled in the ships,
this would eliminate any antlcipatcil .;;<?. /:lr»gs since the paper-
work generated by the different typa ow; ut«rs vould become
more than that eliminated. Therefore, If (EiAKltnua benefits are
to be obtained from electronic data processing, the ultimate
goal must envision computers instill IcJ en all ships that are
not only compatible but that also bav« similar programming
characteristics.
HI. SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
The shipboard computer laust alr.o bt^ compatible with
the computers ashore with which it -ill he linked and the
communication nets that will link thcne ct>nr>uters to the ashore
network. \Jhen operating at sea all reports or requests for
material that can not be held until iroturn to (tort will usually
be transmitted by radio teletype, vhlch utilises five channel
coded pftpet tape as an inpiuit a»id r-utpvit Q!iedl&« Likev;isc, vhcix
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in t>oic» Civss Cuamwl piipet £;?ip«: •• < •"• 'nr-i-afitatttcd hy data
phone ox di>liv«ji.\;«l to a dcsigimtcJ tthofc'vs activity for trans-
j.dssion Co Che inJiiressee by the Wspld Data Tiansjiitssicm Sys-
tcrfl, Tlu.<» ficixvidi .aIoo v^tilist;* five channc^l coded paper cape
fa-«: Input ami outi,>ut ucdl.'i* AccorJingly, the computer In-
fitallad flboarJ ship for «ilectronlc data processing must be
rapable of using five cl:«ii~<ivel tape as an inpuc and output
device as long aa the coi*amication systems utilize five channel
tape.
T!ie fihipbo««i<I systt»irs 5!:ould also have tho capability of
utilizing punched cards a& an input and output cvodiufn* How-
ever, under the proposed system, a tape to cm'6 and card to
tape converter %;ould be provided tlyat would convert, off line,
the five channel tfipe to cards and vice verse. Consequently
tho co!ni>uter itSs-lf need not have this capability.
TV. AVAILABLE COMMERCIAL CO!4PUT£R3
The valter solicited information «nd technical data
from eighteen IK S. ii<anwfect:uier;s of digital cotiipviteris and
investijiated all commercial computers on the ticrket, V/hile
many of these corapiitera fulfilled many of the ninir«um require-
ments set forth earlier, not one of the computers met all the
necessary requiresaents for an efficient shipboard data pro-
ceeslng costipiiter. In fuct, it i& noted that even the AN/USQ 20
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now being installed aboard navel vessels us part of the UTDS
has a characteristic tbat is a gerlous obstacle to an inte-
grated data processing sy&tem, Tta*; is the fact that the
AN/USQ 20 uciiizes si^ chanmel paper t».pe. for input and output
xi?hich Bjakea it incompatible with the ship's radio teletype* and
RBTSe It is also noted that the AM/lfil>i, another computer be-
ing installed ir« naval vessels, has the falloving deficiencies:
1. The word length of the arithmetic register is only five
digits.
2. The internal core storage has a capacity of 32,768 five
digit words vjhich is only half of the required storage capacity.
V. COMPUTER PROCUREMENT
It vas pointed out earlier that any computer install-
ation nuist bvi planned on a system wide concept. In the case
of ships, where programs and procedures must be standardized,
this total system concept is even more important.
The AI'I/USQ 20 coiapucer is now installed on five ships
of the fleet, and it is scheduled for installation on all
major combatant ships of the size of the DLG and up. Supply
Department data processing programs have already been written,
debugged and placed in operation using this cotaputer. Tlicre-
fore, it is certain chat it can do the job, Tliis computer
is the heart of the NTDS fystenv, and if it is inoperative the
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whole ayfjt'^m in inopei'flCive. Sinew so crich reliance is placed
on this systcmi, it appears anduly ri&V'y i'O hare only one com-
putet installed on jjoao ships and on ochv-E ships to havis thepi
ell located in one art:a where they all might be made inopet-
ativc by a single ca&ualty. There need be wo concern over the
reliability of the computer itself > but other conditions such
as battle damage, fire, storra, fl^Hyding, or cable danage could
make the computer or computers iaiperative and thus put the
NTD3 system out of opeirjtiono Accordingly, it is reconanended
that on ships with multiple AM/USQ 20 installations, one com-
puter be locatad in the Data Proceaaing Center which w>uld be
physically saparated from the other computers, and in the case
of single AH/USQ 20 installations, a second computer be installed
and locate4 1r a Data Processing Center which would be physi*
cAlly separated from the other computer. In all cases, the
AI9/U3Q 20 In the Data Processing Center would be tied into the
WSOB systeBi with the capability of automatically interrupting
any operation in process in the Data Processing Center.
The advantages of this system are many.
I, A back-up con^uter v/ould always be available fot the
NTDS system.
2» Since only one model computer would be aboard ship
rather than u-jo
«) repair part support would be minimized,
b) training requlreincnte v»uld be minimized.
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c) progrannning and proc'&durc co&cs would be
nalnliolzed.
3< Standardized systems and procedures would be poss-
ible.
It is strongly recotnnended, however, that a study be
conducted to dctertaine the feasibility of converting the
AN/USQ 20 from a six channel paper tape system to a five
channel paper tape system. If the conversion is not feas-
ible, six channel tape would have to be conve) ted to five
channel tape and vice versa by an off line process. Commer-
cial tape to tape translators are available.
Since no entirely suitable computer is available com-
mercially, It is recotsmiendcd that a computer built to Navy
specifications be procured for those ships without an NTDS
system and for those ohlps with an NTDS system but for
v^hich it is considered imi>ractlcal to install the AN/USQ 20
computer for data processing. The specifications for this
computer would include the jyiiainum characteristics cited
earlier and should ensure that general procedures and pro-
grams that apply to the AM/USQ 20 alao apply to the new
computer o
VI. PEiaPHHSAL rvQU^PME^5T
Tlt«3 followlna pertpheral equipment all of which is
Available coiamiTrciMll'y would be ti^Qifiif^d:
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&) One p«i>cr t«pe itad-pancu unit
b) T'-;o read'Vt'itfc Jisgactic tape- ei-sltg.
c) T<.'0 Flexo^.Titisrs,
d) One off line lape to caed, c.itd to t^apc coavesters
A high speed i>rintcr is fiot 'lissential tCf the system,
but ViOuld be deslrflble^ 'Hiesf ara alKO- available corassercialiy.
Tfiere is still one weak liwk in the shi«»bCK'^r<! dat/n puo'
ccssing systorii. This is the fact t5iat r/i'.i da.t& saist si'Ili b«
transferred to iwachineable farrnat by hunftistsiis and tlmn hnmm
errors are bound to croep into the gi/gtew, Cousecjuenfcly,
there is an urgent need for a low coat optic-al character
reader that will take data from the raw document and auto-
matically enter it into the computer or at least trnnftform
it to machineable format. The writer solicited Infos-mation
from several computer and office equipust*nt iisanuf actur^irs as
to whether any such device was near £he. product iotn Etage, but
all were noncofiinittal. The various ttaue juurnalo also stress
the need for such a device and it is just a matter o£ time be-
fore a reasonably priced optical charact<»r reader will be
placed on the markets At that time it too should be ^dded to
the shipboard peripheral equipment.
VII, SUlIMAlVf
A computer that meets all thi« miniiriium requireMents for
an optimu^m shipboard data processing tysteia is not available
coimwrcially at thi® time,. It is recona-iended, h«:n>,''eviit , that
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on ships with miltiple AN/USQ 20 installatioma, one computer
be relocated to the Data Processing Center, On ships with
only a single AN/USQ 20 computer, it is recommended that a
second con^uter be installed as back up for the priniary NTDS
computer and for data process ing„ In both cases, the Data
Processing Center would be physically removed from the pre-
sent NTDS installation to provide emergency service in the
event of battle damage or other casuality to the primary
AN/U3Q 20 cotuputer or computers.
For ships without an NTDS computer system, it is rec-
oianendcd that com[>uters be procured on a contract basis in
accordance with specifications provided by the Navy, These
specifications would include the mininuin characteristics cited
earlier and should ensure that the general procedures and pro-
grams that apply to the AN/USQ 20 also apply to the new com-
puter.
The following peripheral equipment which is available
commercially would have to be provided each ship.
a) One paper tape read-punch unit.
b) Two magnetic tape units.
c) Two FlexowriterSc





The effects cf the current technological revolution,
the efforts of the Depi^rtment of Defense to integrate the
scockQ of material of the four st^rvicett, the current oper-
ations of the fleet under accentuated readiness conditions,
the new techniques of management science and the increased
workload of the shipboard Supply Department have made it
essential that all departments of the ship and particularly
the Supply Department, be provided with the nece.seavy tools
to allow thara to perform their assigned miaslona efficiently,
Eeduced pvepar&dncss and military capability will result unless
a solution is provided for the ever increasing; shipboard work-
load problem. As automatic systems are added to the ships,
fhe crevs will be reduced but the paper TJork vill keep mount-
ing* This will place the shipKiard manager in an untenable
sctuceze between a rapidly increasing viork load and decreasing
nuinbers of personnel to proct^ss it.
Industry and the military services ashoi^e are using
tba computer an»l electronic data processing to solve the in-
cr^jsastiig papcrvJOrk problem. The Array and the Aii Force are
provldliig coiaruters to pe^rforra electronic data ptocesuing in
the ftftid but the sliips avo still iuiging tht? tuals of World
1
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War I, the adding maciiins ami typw^iter,
A revi*iw of the current shipboard data processing work-
load and the capabilities of existing computers indicates that
at least 75% of the paperwork could be accomplished by elec-
tronic data processing. Not only would the computer permit
the ship to process data more accurately and more quickly, but
it would allow it to perform tasks that were impossible under
a manual system.
The review also revealed that to obtain maximum econ-
omy and efficiency, the shipboard data processing system must
be designed on a Navy wide basis and must be an integrated
system that crosses management bureau and shipboard depart-
mental organizational lines of authority. T^rtiile the ashore
activities appear to be developing EDP on a Navy wide basis,
the ship has been the forgotten link in the chain.
The computer and its peripheral equipment can be
accommodated aboard ship providing certain advance prepar-
ations are made. The size^ weight, maintenance and pro-
grarrainij of the computer ^ould impose no problems » It v>;ould
be necessary to air condition the computer center, and it
\.'Ould be necessary to establish additional EDP training
courses ashore
»
In order to obtain optimal efficiency from the afloat
electronic data processing system, it x^ould be necessary to
change the current shipboard organization and place all

U5
perscnrscl rtAdtni^n^^ fi>.trvic«>.<* to D{:h«v idtit>'it-ti!"intt< '^nder die
Ipgistit-f' tUftd Ser^ic«*3 Department which coald be headed by the
Supply Officero Hils department w-cwld function in the true
staff concept and rtjporc directly to the Executive Officer.
Under the "program package" budget concept, operating
as well as Installation costs cmst be considered in any budget
iteiflc The siaxin^m cost of the complete shipboard EDP install-
ation \i70uld not exceed three himdred thousand dollars per
ship. In most ship types, the savings resulting from the
reduction of the personnel allowances as the result of the
EDP system would more than cover these coses. The greatest
portion of the annual operating costs, personnel, have al-
ready been taken into consideration under installation costs,
\%'han the savings to tKi realized for each person removed from
the shipboard allowance v/as reduced by one third., This vas
based on industry experience that for every three persons
replaced by EDP, one person miSt h'd lired to operate or support
the ec^uipcient. The r^r^aining annual operating costs v.ould be
laore than recouped by the indirect ^favings to be raalized
by installing EDP afloat inclwdinij the decrease in pipe-
line personnel and miterial, decrease in workload of shore
activities, reduction in afloat file storajje space ar.d office
equipment and iiriiprov«>d inventory control o However, cost it-
self should not be the omly ctiteriORo EDP afloat should not
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In the cas-sv oif ahii-iK'tscd EWi', tfc'.' J';ct''i^1 overall intangible
ben-.»fit& Cft '--* der ^ '•'*:'> ";?>' t5fe i\.-ii-.i'y «,,...41 £ tiie actual eost-^ oT
in&tallatioro and operacion.
In order £0 sealize t^pcijMjw €ffici^.ftcy, «^of»-iput«^rs in-
stalltsd abo^riS ship tot data processing mist I'^e corapaeible with
other shlpboacd coiapyieets in che fleec, cmniputerB aAhor^. with
'which the shipboard cvtieputier will coiiBnuni cate and the commn-
ication systems cOTiir»ecfl;iifi{- these computers* Even raore irapor-
tani:, shipboard corapiacors must have .-slTOlar prugratming and
operating characteristics in order to eliisiinate the need for
duplicate programs, duplicate maintenance procedures, dupli-
cate' training effort and duplicate operating procedures.
There ii* no connputer available eaimwirclally that will
fulfill all thcs characteristics rwiquired of a shipboard com-
puCec in ord^r to obtain tb»^ m'ist efficient data processing
system. *i tecwifiMmWd solution in the case of ships with the
NTDS installation is ma follows:
a) In case of the multiple iiiistallation of AN/USQ 20
co%>uters, Relocate one computer to the Data Processing
Center.
b) In thc» case of the single AK/USQ 20 installation,




This reconBDendation has the advantages of ensurins a back up
computer for the NTDS system and ensuring that slnilar com-
puters are Installed on most ships thus permitting naximum
efficiency and economy.
In the event that this recommendation is uttacc&p table
and for ships without an NTDS installation, computers con-
forming to Navy specifications as to construction and char-
acteristics should be procured on a contract basis. The char-
acteristics should comply with the minimums set forth in
Chapter V and operating procedures should be similar to those
of the AN/USQ 20.
The greatest deterents to the installation of EDP
afloat are psychological and personnel considerations. The
fleet is not conditioned to the computer. The indoctrination
and education of naval personnel in the computer and its
application has not kept pace with the advances in technol-
ogy and hardware. Accordingly, a severe "con^uter culture
vacuum" has been permitted to form. This is the greatest
obstacle to the success of EDP afloat.
II. CONCLUSION
Shipboard EDP is economically and organizationally
feasible and will enhance the readiness position of the fleet.
While there are some obstacles to be hurdled ^nd some changes
and advance preparations to be made, they &te not insurmountable
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^:a'«b!.'?jns„ ll;-.g*.«s ya'WK: prMblt-j-RiS
-brill !r"9"»t f^ l« addif-^sscd and
r«i8ol%.V:.J U'i rd-*ie co-jrsv »»f rhe installsitluu of the KIDS in ail
fflnjix^ coobatant saipa,
III, IMPLICATIONS
There appears to be a grotrlpg tr*t>d to install on
8hi^>s, different type cociputers f«.«r various ^mrposes vdthout
r^/^ard to standard! zatioii of characteristics, maintenance or
operatins procedure's. Althouj^h the computers might be used for
fire control purposes, navigation, tactical data systems, coca-
tnand and control systems, they all work on tht sane principle
and they all ret^uire progra^iiming, oaintenance, trainings o£
personnel and standard operating procedures. Appreciable econ-
omies could be realized by standardization wherever possible.
If the reader will review Chapter II or browse through
arty of the data processing or computer trade journals, it will
become quite obvious that the question of whether CD? will find
a place in the shipboard organization has already been answered.
Itie only question that remains is whether the Navy will start
pronptly and carefully to plan the conversion in a neat, econo-
niieal, oiderl/ 'atthod or whether the a akcning will be delayed
until a crash project will be recuired t-:* prevent th« flound-
er inv, of thb s'liips in a sea of paperwork.
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This pai>2r has jyst scratchtd the surface of the poss-
ible f'dvani^ages to be ohtain'^d froea afloat SDP. The pre-
sent nethods of ^Yitlni; pko^rair.s foi tach departnt-nt separ-
ately, based on present procedur«iS, is heartening but this
procedure has Ignored a total sysilem concept. It is recom-
mended that a conanittee be established to perform a complete
system analysis of afloat data processing from its conception
to destruction. The cowsi^ittee should consist of representatives
of the appropriate r'ana^, eincnt bureaus and operational command-
ers. The study should start v/ith the procedures, routines and
reports that will be required of ships by the bureaus and oper-
ational conmanders assuming that shore data processing networks
are in fact established and that they can comntunicate with the
ships' computers. Complete disregard should be given to pre-
sent procedures. It should first be determined what is required
of the ship by the bureaus and operational comcsanders, con-
sidering the ship as a black boxc The committee should then
go into the black boK and determine hov? the ship can best
furnish this Information regardless of departmental organ-
ization. Shipboard organization should then be realigned to
best administer the tasks r«;quired and standard procedures
promulgated. Integration and standardi2ation should be the
watch v^ords. For esa^nplc, a standaid machine history record
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foriMt should be established for fe-i/sry piece of ^oulpr.ient on
the ship uhether It Wi -* ffidla, a laissile launcher, a feed
puap, or an anchor windlass. Likewise, all data regarding an
indlvldijal should be isalncained at one point in the organ-
ization, whether it be pay, leave, training, personal history
or laedical data. As soon as the system analysis is complete,
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1 C.>'^pu*"ar » ^Ipbanufifcclc i:yi><jV't iter
paper punch awl \%«ader $ 51,000
A MTA - r.*i;jnvtic rape unVts .>:i, 46, PO") 27,200*
1 Tape to car4 printing punch 7,200
1 Card to tape punch 3,600
2 Flitxowritors ea. $2,900 5, GO
i:otal $104,1.00*'^
!fe Small Jntornal storage fexpanc'td by utili-
sing fout' instead of tso tape units.
"^Bendix CoTiputux' Division, Th* Bendix Corporation,
Contract No. 08-005-^32087, July 1, i960 to July 1, 1961;
Cille Associates, Inc, , Data Pruce; gina Et^ulpni'^nt iZncyclo»
peJ I
g
(Detroit: Clllc ASfoeiitoa, Inc., 1961, ruvi^cd
Ar»ril 1962), pp. U-^1.
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Interniitlonal Buslueeii Machines Coi'potration
Data Proec»0lng Systeta IBM 1401
Proetttlng unit (Modal 1401 £6) $128,950
Additional atoraga unit (Model 1406) 67,100
Magnaete tapa unita (Hodal 7330) 44»000
Card raad punch 30,000
Flaxowrleara a«. $2,900 5.800
Gonaola Inquiry unit 8.350
9
Card to tapa unit 3,600




^^nattl larvlaaa Admlaiatrafeion Contract, 65-008-
34846| Olllt AifOOlAtaa, 2££. j^.

Hadio Cofpor.a«: 10:16 of Aj«>srlca
nuclei 301 i:b? 3yat«irt
1 DiisJc ProcCrSQor (Kodel 304) v;lt'a 20,000
characcer stoi-isge $112,900
1 Paper tape ixadcc- punch control (Model 311) 5,900
1 Pupi5r t&i^c tvialfci- -panels (IIod.»l 321) 7,800
1 Intci'toi;t!!tini} typviwriter (liudol 32J) 9,960
2 Tape station OJodfl 5C1) 5C,400
2 lypci-eirer^^ (todel S23) r,6A0
1 Card to tajK^ pu^ich 3,000
1 Tiipo to card pointing punch 7,200
Total $212, fOO'^'
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General Ser*;tces Administration Contract, No. GS-OOS-




'D-.s'J>.ip:,iyu Ki-iaa> Wooluridge;, Inc.
SOP System a!!/UYI'-1
1 Computer, Including Input/output con-
troller, pci>?:r tape reader, papor tape
punch anJ input/output typewriter $103,200
1 Expanded Mrir,vi>ry unit 24 K words 110,000
1 Magnetic ta^^ c<mtrollec 25,000
2 Magnetic tat e units ea. $15,000 30,000
1 Tape to card tM-inting punch 7,200
1 Card to tape punch 3,600
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